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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
Ireland has invited the Paulist Fathers to take
charge of the parish of St.
Lawrence in Minneapolis and
they have accepted the invitation.
Our collector, Mr. John O'Connell, will visit Newton and suburbs, next week, in the interest
of the Sacred Heart Review.
We bespeak for him from our subscribers a hearty welcome.
A headquarters building
costing $500,000 is projected by
the Knights of Columbus councils of New York City. It is the
intention to make the building a
Catholic center in down-town
Archbishop

New York.

Judge O'Neill Ryan has withdrawn as Dean of the Law School
of St. Louis University, of which
he was one of the founders.
Judge Ryan has been associated
with the law school as Dean since
its opening in the fall of 1908.
Mrs. Mary Van Bell, a nonCatholic, who died recently at
her home in Merion, Pa., left
with her executors a bequest to
provide a young student with
means to complete his studies for
the priesthood, says the Philadelphia Standard and Times.
Dr. Edward Lee Greene,
professor of botany at the University of Notre Dame, and a
botanist of high repute, is reported seriously ill in Wisconsin,
where he is visiting relatives.
Dr. Greene is a convert and left
the Episcopal ministry to become

n

spirit on many occasions, refusing the offerings of Peter's
Pence, though the times are
terribly hard, and the gifts of
the faithful are sadly lessened
by the war.
juvenile
delinquency,
of
or
the
The lives of 300 colored orphans, inmates of St. Elizabeth's lesser offenses committed by
Officers recently elected by
the Catholic Order of Foresters
Home in Baltimore, and of 300 children.
patients at the Mercy Hospital
At St. Joseph's Novitiate, which held its annual convenNotre
Dame, Indiana, on Sunday tion in Providence, R. 1., are as
endangered
in
were
a recent fire
the Feast of the follows: High Chief Ranger
afternoon,
destroyed
the
furniture
which
factory of Coldstrom Brothers Assumption, the ranks of the Thomas H. Cannon of Chicago;
Company, which adjoined these Brothers of Holy Cross were in- High Vice Chief Ranger ?Siminstitutions. That no lives were creased by the admission to the eon Viger of Massachusetts;
Thomas F.
lost is due to the heroism of vows of the following Novices: High Secretary
Mother Superior Mary Mildred Brothers George, Alfred, Eugene, McDonald of Chicago; High
Xavier, Cyril, Ignatius and Theo- Treasurer?Gustave Keller of
and the Sisters in charge.
Members of the Catholic gene. At the same time seven Wisconsin; High Medical Examirecently fin- ner?Dr, J. P. Smyth of Chicago.
Order of Foresters past seventy young men who had
probation at
years of age hereafter will re- ished their term of
RECENT DEATHS.
Postulate, Watertown, Wisthe
ceive the amount of their life
consin,
were
invested
with
the
insurance in ten payments inThe funeral of Patrick J. Calstead of having the entire sum habit and admitted to the laghan, late Overseer of the
Poor, took place from the Church
paid to their beneficiaries after Novitiate.
of the Sacred Heart, East CamWithin a little more than a bridge,
death, as a result of action taken
last Monday, when solat the international convention year the diocese of Little Rock emn requiem Mass was celeof the order of Providence, R. I. has lost four of its priests. The brated by the Right Rev.
A resolution providing for the first was Father Haas, the vener- Monsignor John O'Brien, pastor,
change was adopted after pro- able pastor of Morrilton, so dis- with the Rev. Francis J. Hughes
tinguished by his unaffectedpiety as deacon, the Rev. Charles A.
longed discussion.
Johnson as subdeacon, and the
and affability; the next was Mon- Rev. James Higgins, master of
Pope Benedict XV has authorized the Most ReverendField signor Lucey, Vicar-General and ceremonies. Mr. Callaghan died
War, equally last Saturday.
He was unOrdinary in Italy to give per- i veteran of the Civil
ready to fight for his Church with married, and had lived in East
mission for the reservation of
Cambridge during the greater
the pen as he had been ready to part
the Blessed Sacrament both in |
of his life, coming hither
fight for his country with the from Ireland at an early age.
stationary field hospitals and on j
rifle; the next victim was Father For several years he served as a
warships on which there is a j
Cattani, the scholarly recluse of member of the Common Council,
chaplain for the fleet. Some of j
Vincent; and finally, of recent and had been a member of the
the conditions imposed require St.
date, Father Doyle has obeyed Overseers of the Poor since 1907.
that a fitting altar be provided, the last summons. The latter For a nimber of years he had
acted as janitor of the Sacred
that Mass be celebrated there at
young priest, having been Heart Church. He was presiwas
a
least once a week, and the key ordained in ii)10.
dent of the St Vincent dc Paul
of the tabernacle be carefully j
Society of the Sacred Heart
The new church of the Blessed parish, and was connected also
guarded.
Holyoke, Mass., was with the K. of C. and the
Sacrament,
July
25, was a great
Sunday,
C. 0. F. He had been for
day in Ireland, for the wonder- '; dedicated last Sunday by Bishop M.
years noted for his interest in
The
Springfield.
Beaven
of
ful pilgrimage to the summit \
assisted the temperance cause, and was
of Croagh Patrick was made to Right Rev. Bishop was
a member of the Father Mathew
by the Right Rev. Monsignor
Total Abstinence Society.
ask God's blessing for Ireland
of
Jerome's
Madden,
John
T.
St.
plead
for a
and her sons and to
Cardinal Serafino Vannutelli,
speedy peace. The Archbishop Church, and the Rev. Dr. P. B. dean of the Sacred College, died
of Armagh ordered special pray- Phelan of the Sacred Heart last week in Rome at the age of
Church, Holyoke. Solemn high eighty-one. Shortly before his
ers for the occasion, and the
the last Sacthree days' fast, enjoined by the Mass was sung with the Rev. death he received
Church
and the
raments
of
the
Fitchburg,
Holy Father, was observed. George S. L. Connor of
Pope's special blessing. Cardiparish,
as
celeFrom every part of Ireland par- a native of the
nal Vannutelli was one of the
ish priests brought delegations brant, the Rev. John C. Ivers of six Cardinal Bishops who take
the Holy Cross Church, as dea- their title from the suburban
of their flocks in special trains.
con, the Rev. John F. Griffin of see3of Rome. He was Bishop
On the recommendation of Dr. the Holy Rosary Church as sub- of Porto, Santa Rufina and OsJohn G. Coyle, chairman of the deacon, and the Rev. James F. tia. He was created and proby Pope Leo
committee on scholarships, the Ahem of Springfield, chancellor claimed Cardinal
14, 1887.
March
XIII,
New York State Council, Knights of the diocese, as master of cereMay their souls and all the souls
of Columbus, voted in June to monies. The Rev. James P.
establish nine additional scholar- Moore of Stoneville, Superior of of the faithful departed through
the mercy of God rest in peace.
ships in the Catholic colleges of
the Diocesan Mission band, deNew York State, open to Knights livered the sermon. The dediSAN JOSE INN
of Columbus, or the sons or cation of the new church is the
Harrington, R. I.
brothers of living or deceased culmination of much hard and
Low Rates for September.
members of the order. Each earnest work on the part of the
\bout 45 miles from Boston, on Narscholarship begins with the pastor, the Rev. John Lunney, ragansett Bay, line bathing, boating and
sailing, beautiful walks and drives,
freshman class in the college and the parishioners.
n ar many famous resorts, home cookand continues for four years.
ing, fresh farm products, phone, electric
of
the
Circolo
The treasurer
lights, hot and cold water, large bed
The Catholic priest, by nature San Pietro, a charitable organi- rooms, short distance to railroad and
trollies. Oatholii;cnurch netr-by. Rates
of his sacred calling, is a judge, zation in Rome, recently made very reasonable. Address M. ('rossey,
but it is rare to meet a priest an offering of Peter's Pence, H. F. 0., Box 107, Bariington, R. 1.
who can also claim, in addition, some 10,000 lire, from the Cirto exercise the duties of a tem- cle. The Holy Father bade him
When Patronizing
poral judgeship. Such, how- keep it. "No one," he said,
Our Advertisers
ever, is Father Daniel, who j'' can make better use of it than
Please Mention
holds the position of a Juvenile 'you yourselves." The Holy
The Review.
Court Judge, in conjunction with i Father has shown this noble

the Anglican Bishop and the
Moderator of the Presbyterian
Synod, in Edmonton, Canada.
The three constitute the court,
which has to deal with all cases

?
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NEW SERIES

TWhekN
's ews.
As we go to press this
The Conference of week, Boston is welcoming heartily and
Governors.
elaborately the thirty
Governors
who
have come hither
or more
for that Conference of Governors which has
become a settled feature of American public life during the past seven years. This is
the first time the Conference has come to
Massachusetts, and Boston is displaying such
hospitality that it will be a great wonder
if the honored guests have much time to do
any serious conferring. The gathering has,
of course, no authority to settle any of the
questions that may be discussed, but the influence of each as the chief magistrate of
his State, is presumed to be great; and this
conference is a sort of Summer School in
which each Governor may learn what his
fellow-Governors are thinking along lines of
interest to the people of his own State and
the nation at large. If we may believe preliminary statements, the question of preparing the country against a possible war
of aggression will be discussed at the Conference.
On his name-day?the
feast of St. James the
"Catholic
Elder -the Holy Father
Action."
received in audience
all the representatives
of what is called "Catholic action in Italy."
Early in his pontificate Popa Benedict XV
showed his interest in Catholic Action. He
received its representatives in private audience on many occasions, and later he established on an effective basis five great Catholic Societies
the Popular Union, the
Premier, the Socio-Economic Union, the
Electral Union, and the Catholic Youth and
Catholic Women?thus completing the work
of Pope Pius X. All these societies are now
governed by one Supreme Direccing Council.
Of the minor organizations working under,
and with them, is the Circolo San Pietro,
which is rated as by far the best managed
and most effective charitable organization in
Rome. It did much for the refugees from
Abruzzi, after the earthquake, and is now
caring for the families whose breadwinners
are at the front.
The Pope and

?

England holds thirty
miles of front against
the Germans in the
western European war
Questions.
zone.
France holds
500 miles. In the eleven months of trenchfighting this proportion has not changed
and many have bsen the times when French
artillery has been called upon to support the
British even along their short front. The
French, it appears, are beginning to ask,
what's the matter with England ? Gabriel
Hanotaux, former minister of foreign
affairs, a historian and unusually calm
thinker, has said: "From England there
have come illusionary catch-words on which
we have lived for months and which, after
benefiting us for a moment, have ended by doing us harm.
Was it notLord Kitchener
France Asking
Embarassing

.. .

who evolved that formula so pregnant with
hope but so tardy in delivery: 'Our forces
will continue to expand unceasingly while
those of the enemy will unceasingly diminish?'" Hanotaux did not express this
criticism of England in private, or behind
England's back. He saiditin print, to England's face. Nor is that all he said. "The
English ministers were prodigal of magnificent phrases," he writes, "but their
workshops were idle."

VOL. 54-NO 11.

plained the different percentages of alcohol
in beer, wine and whisky, saying that alcohol acts like a whip on a weak horse. He
told of its influence on health, mentioning
the fact that it absorbs most of the water
from the tissues and causes the thirst that
demands a pitcher of water the morning after. He said that even moderate drinking
lowers the efficiency of a man and told of the
appalling number of deaths traced last year
in America to alcoholism. He spoke of the
health, finance and morals caused by
The Austro-Hungarian loss in
embassy at Washing- liquor- drinking.
From the
Teuton's
ton gave out, this
Convent inspection bills
Viewpoint.
week, for publication, a
Tributes to a
were introduced in
review of the first year
Noble
Nun.
several legislatures this
standpoint
of the war from the
of the Teuyear, but the life of
tonic and Turkish allies. The matter as
such a woman as the late Sister Regina
issued by the embassy was described as "A Kenny,
superior in charge of the City Hossummary of the net results of the conflict to
pital,
Mobile, Ala., must make convent indate," and it came to the conclusion that
spection
shrivel up and die of shame. When
the position of Austria-Hungary and Ger"many
passed
to her reward, the other day,
is most encouraging from a mili- she
at a meeting held a
Commissioners,
tary, economic and financial point of view," the City
death,
adopted
few
hours
after
her
meand that the second year of the conflict had morial resolution, paying an eloquenta tribbegun under "the most promising auspices
ute to the deceased, and instructed its
for the allies of central Europe."
secretary to devote an entire page of the
The sinking of the minutes book to the document and to place
The Case of the " Arabic " last Sunday it within a mourning border. And the Mo"Arabic."
has increased the irri- bile County Medical Association adopted
tation already felt in resolutions stating that the City of Mobile
this country, and sedulously fostered by has sustained in her death "a great
certain sections of the press, against Ger- loss, a loss that can not be computed
many. All the reports received are from by the rules of commercialism;" and assertEnglish sources, and they give the view ing that "the medical profession, which
that the "Arabic" was destroyed even as came in daily contact with the beneficent
the "Lusitania" met her doom, without nature and queenly spirit of this useful
warning of any kind. At this writing the Sister of Charity, mourns the loss of such a
President is reported to be waiting for life to this community. Quick to perceive
facts. Secretary Tumulty, after conferring and swift to execute, she was prepared to
with President Wilson, issued this state- grasp the great questions concerning
ment: "As soon as all the facts regarding the welfare of the indigent sick of our city.
the ' Arabic ' are ascertained our course of Dignified in bearing, courteous in demeanor
and withal intensely practical, she was the
action will be determined."
embodiment of the graces that dominate
Reports from Petro- the great order which claimed her alleRussian Naval grad indicate a naval giance."
Victory Reported. victory of considerable
importance for the
Fifteen years ago the
Russian fleet assisted by some English vesThe Negro as a National Negro Busisels, in the Gulf of Rega. The German
Business Man.
ness League was
version of the battle has not yet been given
started in Boston.
out, but the definiteness of the official Rus- There were many who scouted the idea at
sian report on the sinking or crippling of the time. But at the
Convention of the
the German battle cruiser, "Moltke," two League held in this city, last week, it was
other cruisers and eight torpedo boats, has shown that the progress of the Negro in
sent a wave of enthusiasm throughout
business, as in all walks of life, has been
Russia, and dispelled the depression over phenomenal.
In 1900 there were 20,000
the Russian retreat on land. Aside from Negro business enterprises; in 1915, over
the loss of the German ships the naval en- 45,000.
In 1900, Negroes operated two
gagement is regarded as chiefly important banks; 1915,
over fifty. In 1900 there were
for the strategic effect upon the land opera- 10,000 Negro retail merchants; 1915, over
tions in the German sweep eastward to- 25,000. Negro farm property during fifteen
ward Petrograd.
years has advanced in value by leaps and
Dr. Karol Smolczynski bounds. Value of domestic animals has inPolish Doctor
addressed a gathering creased from $85,000,000 to $177,000,000;
Tells of Alcohol's of about 400 Poles in the poultry, $3,800,000 to $5,000,000; impleChicopee (Mas3.) City ments and machinery, $18,500,000 to $36,Evils.
Hall, last Sunday eve -800,000; land and buildings, $69,600,000 to
These figures are simply
ning, under the auspices of the Board of $273,500,000.
in
given
subject,
round numbers. What is more
Health, taking for his
"Alcoholism."
He first gave the definition of the properties significant is the fact that the percentages
of alcohol, emphasizing its properties as a of increase are extraordinarily high, rannarcotic and as a stimulant. He then ex- ging from thirty-six percent, to 293 per cent.
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CaWtEhodlicS
rs ay.
Particularly Subscriptions.
"Do not neglect your small debts," says
the Catholic Citizen. "Pay as you go; pay
a part if you can not pay all."
?

*

*

Particularly if He's a Catholic Himself.
"The business man who does not advertise in Catholic papers shows a lamentable
lack of appreciation of the Catholic patronage which he enjoys," remarks the Catholic
Bulletin.
»

?

»

Prejudice That is Reason-Proof.
"The experience of Catholic editors is
that anti-Catholic controversalists are reason-proof and argument-proof," says the
Casket. " They are not all wilful liars; but
they are almost all in the state of mind
which causes a man to make faces at the
mere mention of the word 'Pope,' or
'Jesuit.' And, of the pulpit and editorial
anti-Catholic speakers and writers, the
majority believe firmly that the Catholic
Church is so bad that a few lies can not be
of any importance. Looking at the matter
in this way, they examine nothing, question
nothing, weigh nothing that is capable of
We have
being used as ammunition.
hardly ever known one who could be by any
means induced to correct even the most
glaring and gross mis-statements; and most
of them will, and do, calmly repeat the
same lies in the face of even the highest
Protestant authority to the contrary."

«

?

*

Those Refused Millions.
"Whether or not there is any truth in the
newspaper story of a Pittsburgh priest's
refusal of an inheritance of twelve million
dollars," says a writer in the Catholic Universe, ' ' his plea that he did not desire to
spend the rest of his life under the weight
of so much money manifests both a philosophic and a priestly frame of mind. Twelve
million dollars could buy nothing for one
who has enough, and no fortune could confer distinction upon a man able to decline it.
For a pastor of souls, the prospect of becoming a mere steward of money could offer no
allurement. Only the resourceless and the
irresponsible could wish millions for personal use; but when one considers what the
diocese of Pittsburgh, for instance, could
do with twelve million dollars, for education, for church extension, for charity, the
story of its casual rejection suggests either
mythical millions or the usual Mondaymorning dearth of news."

*
the
Irish
Get.
The Thanks
There are some things which even the
ultra-loyal Canadian Catholic must protest
against. The Catholic Register of Toronto
says for instance: "It is hard for Canadians to realize that Southern Irish Catholics
are discriminated against in almost all
departments of the government of that
country. In fact, they do not believe it.
They say, 'What are the Irish kicking
about? Haven't they got the same good
It comes
laws as England and Scotland?'
in these
even
that,
shock
to
be
told
with a
days of trial and war, the Unionists and Orangemen of the North are being petted
and pampered, while the men who have
borne the heat and burden of the day?at
Compeigne and La Bassee, and the Dardanelles?are being treated with scant ceremony by the silly officials who are endan?

?

4
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gering England's cause by their senseless can get over the sea-sickness. Do cigarette
makers bribe the illustrators, or is the
«
practise just natural perversity? "
To What School ?
"Towhat school will you send your child Queer Attitude of Labor in Australia.
in September?"askstheLiguorian. "Here
Catholics in Australia have for a long
is a solemn thought that should influence time been on most excellent terms with the
your decision: The saints wish to have that dominant labor party. Their agreement
child of yours for their eternal friend in has hitherto been productive of mutual
heaven, the angels wish to have him for benefit. But it was too good to last. A
their companion, the Blessed Virgin Mary large section of the labor party holds views
for her client, Jesus Christ for His brother on education and some other topics that
and God the Father for His child. And yet must have clashed with Catholic opinion
wonderful to relate, they commit to you sooner or later. But the trouble actually
absolute power in deciding where that child began when the Political Labor Council of
shall receive his training?whether in a Victoria passed the following innocent-lookschool where he will be prepared for these ing resolution: "No person shall be elisublime posts of honor, or in a school where gible to become, or permitted to remain, a
all mention of the angels and saints, the member of the Political Labor Council who
Blessed Virgin Mary, Jesus Christ, and even is a member of any other organizationwhich
of God the Father, is excluded as out of selects or lends support to candidates for
place. Oh, Christian parents, what power public positions." The resolution was aimed
is yours ! Aye, and what a reckoning, too, at the Catholic Federation of Victoria which
if, when you come to be judged you will be had previously called upon its members to
charged with robbing the saints of a friend, pledge themselves to vote against candithe angels of a companion, the Blessed dates of all parties, who advocated purely
Virgin Mary of a client, Jesus Christ of a secular education. This attempt of the
brother for whom He died, and Almighty Labor Council to boycott the conscientious
God of a son whom He created to serve Him Catholic has been greatly resented in Melin this world and to be united with Him for- burne, at a great Catholic demonstration of
protest presided over by Archbishop Carr,
ever in the next!"
«
»
who showed that Australian Catholics had
*
no quarrel with the Laborites as an indusThe Neutrality of the Holy See.
trial organization, nor any general complaint
"When the war broke out," says the about their political activities, but could
Southern Guardian, "the Holy See took see no connection between labor interests
a position of the most absolute imparti- and compulsory secular education. "Some
ality towards the various countries at war, Australian Catholics seem to think," says
and no authentic utterance from the Vat- the Catholic Magazine of South Africa,
ican can be alleged as an evidence of the "that the present misunderstanding will be
slightest departure from the stand which cleared up with a little patience. But obvithe Church originally took. Of course there ously this can only be the case, if the secuhave been all sorts of attempts to involve larizes in the labor party are in a minority.
the Holy See, and to create the impression Between Catholics and secular Socialists
that it was taking sides; and when the sen- there can be no permanent peace."
?
?
?
sational press found the public sceptical
show
was
made
to
attempt
rumors,
about
an
Of Interest to Cock-Sure Critics.
that the Pope ought to speak. 'A great
"It is quite safe to say," says the Aye
moral question,' said the eager ones, 'was Maria, that the verdict of history regardat stake, and why should not the Holy ing the "
great war now in progress will be
Father speak out ?' In order not to give long delayed as well as difficult to render.
any foundation to surmises drawn from siNot until prejudice has given place to fairlence, the Holy Father not only re-affirmed
mindedness, and animosities have subsided,
his neutrality views from time to time, but
will the work of the most impartial historigave the reasons for them, for, said he,
ans be regarded otherwise than as par'the Roman Pontiff must embrace all comtisan. At present every Englishman is
batants in the same sentiment of charfirmly persuaded that the Kaiser is responity.'"
sible for this inhuman and destructive con*
*
*
flict; on the other hand, every German is no
Coffin-Nail Illustrators.
less strongly of opinion that it was Sir EdAn illustrated weekly paper, very popular ward Grey who forced hostilities upon the
among young people, came under the notice 'peace-loving Fatherland.' He is accused
recently of the editor of the Catholic Ad- of being a reincarnation of Macchiavelli,
vance. The reading matter was innocuous and the Emperor of Germany is denounced
and superficial. He tried to read one of the as Antichrist. Examples of fair-mindedstories but gave it up when he got as far as ness on the part of those who are writing
the "sun was sinking in burnished brass in books are few and far between. The atthe steel blue glint of the western horizon." tainment of true proportion is practically
What attracted his attention, particularly, impossible for the time being. The hiswas the make-up of the illustrations. There torian of the future will be puzzled at findwere perhaps a dozen or more pictures ing official statements of one government
through the text and three-fourths of them flatly contradicted by those of another; but
were of young men with cigarettes in their he will be sure to discern at once the worthmouths or in their hands. "Why the aver- lessness of diaries compiled from newspaper
age young man must be accompanied with a reports, doctored reminiscences, and the
cigarette in a picture is paradoxical," com- ramblings of politicians; and he will confine
ments our editorial friend, "and the coffin- his attention to those writers who, in any
nail is invariably connected with a swag- capacity, aimed at supplying a simple narrative of plain facts. The verdict of history
gery attitude of the smoker. Precocious regarding
the great war of the twentieth
youngsters become familiar with the atti- century will be no sure thing however,
no
tudes and readily practise them; the cigar- matter by whom it is rendered or how long
ette becomes a matter of course when they it is delayed."

and senile prejudices."
a
*
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of Mason and Dixon's line) ; two," it says,"and then leave it so thinly
are stained with the crime of lynching. guarded that the Russians will be able to
The "exaggeratedchivalry " of the south- break through and reoccupy the capital. It
Clearness in statements intended for ern white man has been offered as an excuse may be necessary to seize a wolf by the
the public is absolutely necessary. Note for lynching; but when negroes are made ears, but letting go can not by any possihow public utterances of prominent men the victims of mob madness, not for the bility be regarded as an easy job." Since
are so often wrested from their meaning. "usual crime," but for poisoning mules, as that was written, there has been no sign on
Explanations seldom catch up.
was the case recently in Alabama, it would | the part of the German that he is in any
appear that that excuse hardly covers the ; hurry to let go the wolf's ears.
The "old songs" were sentimental. case. " Exaggerated chivalry " spells mob
Writing of the lynching of Leo Frank,
The new rag-time abominations have very law.
the
North American of Philadelphia
\u25a0
little sentiment. They are cynically sophissays:?
ticated and sensual. Their words pollute
The. funeral took place last Saturday ! This didn't occur in Russia or Turkey or
morning
of Mrs. Mary Mclntire, a retheir
them,
lips
the
of those that utter
and
Americans
of St. Peter's parish, Cam- any other community which
spected
member
to
their
besemphasize
music is well fitted
piously love to denounce as benighted and
bridge, Mass., wife of the Hon. Charles J. superstitious.
tiality.
Mclntire. first Judge of Probate, Middlesex
It happened in that part of the United States
A POOR missionary in the Philippines tell- County. In her early years of wedded life, lin which the original American stock has
ing of the destitution in his part of the Mrs. Mclntire resided in the Sacred Heart been hardly touched by later immigration,
and where Bible Christianity is not only the
islands says that the poor people are com- parish, East Cambridge, where she, her predominant,
but almost the exclusive, relipelled to go almost half-naked to Holy Com- husband, and all her family took an active gion of the people.
munion. Can't it be destitution that pre- part in every work of charity and religion,
It happened, we may add, in the State
vents some Catholic women in the United and where she herself was particularly in- which tolerates Tom Watson and his bitter
States from dressing themselves fully when terested in the Ladies Auxiliary of the anti-Catholic propaganda.
And Watson,
going to Church to receive the Body and Father Mathew Total Abstinence Society. from all accounts, is responsible for lashing
Blood of Christ ? " Half-naked " would be Because of the former connection of the public opinion into the ferocious mood that
too strong a term to apply to them; but they family with the Sacred Heart parish, the jresulted in the lynching of Frank.
certainly cull wall wear some more requiem Mass for the deceased at St. Peter's
| Church was attended by the Right Rev. At the banquet which followed the instalclothes.
Monsignor O'Brien, pastor of the East lation of Archbishop Hannain San Francisco,
conservatism
levelled
Cambridge church. We ask the prayers of i Bishop Conaty, pledging the love and coreproach
"The
of
is
at the Church and all of her practical teach- our readers for the repose of the soul of this operation of the Bishops, the priests, the reings," said Mr. George Walter Smith at the worthy and devoted Christian woman.
ligious communities and the laity of the provcelebration of the golden jubilee of the
ince, mentioned also "that great broadAt an educational convention a teaching minded, fair-minded non-Catholic people
Catholic University at Washington. He
then showed that this imputation is not Sister made a plea for the child with a pug- who stand ready to honor us for the good
justly a reproach, for the Church "is the nacious spirit?which, she said, is not so seri- jwe do, and who value us for what we are."
great conservator of truth; and the princious a disadvantageas some very good people This was a happy thought. Dwelling too
ples of truth, as reduced to the end and suppose. This Sister believes, very wisely, | much on the narrow-minded section of our
aim of man's pilgrimage on earth, have not that "pugnacity need not always be associ- 1 non-Catholic population, we are likely to
changed since the divine injunction was
with physical combat, but may be forget that they are not by any means
'
formulated, to serve God and keep His Com- ! used to a glorious advantage when a child I the whole body. If we remember those
mandments.'" This is the highest of all recognizes right from wrong; to choose the among our separated brethren who '' honor
knowledge.
! former and to reject the latter his fighting [us for the good we do, and who value us for
impulse will furnish splendid aid." With i what we are," we are more likely to do
Apropos
of the frequently-expressed such convictions, this Christian educator j more good, and be more worthy of the faith
horror of our English friends at the de- must succeed in training good fighters i that has infinite value.
struction of the Library of Louvain, we in good causes. That they will also be
The proverb "Old men for council, young
print the following item from a review of good scholars goes without saying. Our
educators.
men
for war " seems to be a bit askew as rePapers
appeared
teaching
in the
Sisters are able
State
for 1678 that
gards
this present war, says an observer
English Historical Review:?
there
the
Ulster
at
are
present
In
Ireland
who
widespread
accompanied
terror which
notes that with the exception of the
The
the plot is illustrated by the rumors of Volunteers (Carson's army) the Irish Na- Kaiser and the hereditary princes of Prusarmed risings of papists in various parts of tional Volunteers, (controlled by the Irish J sia, Bavaria and Wuerttemberg, there is not
the country, which came into the hands of Parliamentary Party) and the Irish Volunhigh command in the German,
Secretary Williamson. An element of hu- teers (an independent body whose leaders ja man in
English
French
!
or
armies who is not well
mor is supplied in a letter written by some
scholar to the Bishop of London proposmg are not in sympathy with the recruiting over sixty, and some have even passed
the present as a suitable time to execute a policy of John E.Redmond). It appears seventy. Yon Hindenburg is sixty-nine,
pet project of his, viz.. to descend upon that the Irish Volunteers are the only Vol- jYon Buelow seventy, Yon Bissing sevenfyRome and carry off the Vatican Library.
unteers that are troubling the Government one, Yon Heeringensixty-nine, Yon Mackeni at present. Four of their organizers have sen sixty-five, Yon Kluck sixty-seven, Joffre
Sensible Protestants know that if Catho- been ordered to leave Ireland, and armed sixty-four, Paul seventy, Kitchener sixtylics should devote themselves to an acrimi- bodies of police have been sent to over-awe five, French sixty-three and Fisher seventynous anti-Prote9tant campaign, they could meetings of this body in Ulster and Con- two. All the same, the actual fighting is done
"And all the time," com- by the young men. The commanders think
easily fill a weekly paper with items, from naught.
the past and present, discreditable to Prot- ments New Ireland, "the Ulster Volun- out the problems; it takes the vigor and
estant preachers. Given the will to dig in teers keep their organization active and push of youth to solve them effectively.
the dirt, there would be no difficulty in are prepared when the time comes to
A recent number of Truth (New York)
finding or faking dirt piles in which to dig. resist Home Rule by force; while those who
But Catholics refuse to be muck-rakers and alone are preparing to meet force by force contained some interesting facts about edmudslingers. No paper that devoted itself if necessary in defense of Ireland's National ucation in the Middle Ages. It gives the
to salacious charges would be supported rights are being proscribed and banished." names (and date of founding) of Catholic
universities?seventy-one in all ?that examong them. It is not of course decent
bravery
admit
that
the
of
the
fully
"We
isted before the so-called Reformation; and
Protestants that support the anti-Catholic
great,"
has
been
comments
the
they
Germans
also the names of forty-six Catholic uniis,
pity
of it
that
campaign; but the
referring
capture
Spectator,
to
the
London
do
it
versities founded since the Reformation.
go
let the indecent ones who
unreequal
with
Warsaw,
but
it
has
been
met
"
of
To prove that elementary schools were not
buked.
bravery on the part of the Russians, who lacking, Truth gives figures from various
The lynching of Frank in Georgia may re- have disputed every inch of the ground." sources, Protestant and Catholic. In regard
sult in arousing such a feeling against lynch The Spectator does not consider that the to England he cites a Protestant writer who
law as to stiffen resistance to its operation occupation of Warsaw will prove of much asserts:?
everywhere in this country. Not Georgia advantage to the Germans. "It is no use
The fact is that the whole theory about
alone, but other States as well (and they to occupy the Polish salient for a week or the dearth of grammar schools and other
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schools still more elementary (before the
time of Edward VI) is a mere delusion.
The immense prestige that Edward VI has
acquired as a patron of education is simply
due to the fact that he refounded out of
confiscated church property some small percentage of schools which he and his rapacious father had destroyed. The probability
is that England was far better provided
with grammar schools before the Reformation than it has ever been since.
St. Chrysostom's advice to mothers is
as applicable to our own day as it was when
spoken centuries ago. He bids them follow the example of the mother of Samuel,
who put her son "in the hands of God,"
Samuel was her first child, but she did not
indulge him, or delay the beginning of his
training. Immediately she put him in the
hands of God and all her efforts were directed towards making her child a worthy
offering to his Creator. "And therefore
she saw him honorable even in this world."
Mothers who have daughters to rear are advised by St. Chrysostom to be watchful
over them that '' they may be keepers at
home" modest, pious, indifferent to fine
dress. '' In this way dispose of them in
marriage," he says:?
For if you form them in this way, you
will save not only them, but the husband
who is destined to marry them, and not the
husband only, but the children; not the
children only, but the grandchildren. For
the root being made good, good branches
will shoot forth, and still become better,
and for all these you will receive a reward.
Let us do all things therefore, as befitting
not only one soul, but many through that
one. For they ought to go from their
father's house to marriage, as combatants
from the school of exercise, furnished with
all necessary knowledge, and to be as
leaven able to transform the whole lump to
its own virtue.

Catholic Physicians,
This is the general intention for the
League of the Sacred Heart for September.
As the work of the physician is so closely
related to that of the priest, and as, unless
the doctor is soundly instructed in Catholic
truth, and is a man of faith and prayer, his
capacity for good is very much circumscribed and he becomes in fact in certain

cases a grave menace, the increase of.Catholic physicians of the right sort is much to
be desired. So, during the month of September, let us pray for this; and let us pray
also that the Catholic physicians we already
have may be strengthened in their faith
and safeguarded against materialism. Let
us pray that they may become day by day
more conscientious in the practise of their
profession, more kind to the poor, more considerate of the needy, more ready to take
the chance of not getting a fee rather than
leave a wretched patient untended. The
medical profession as a rule lives well up
to its high standards; and its Catholic members form a noble corps of which we all may
well be proud. They should have our thanks
and our prayers.
The Power of Good Example.
It is an act of brotherly love to pray, as
our Holy Father requested us, in the general
intention for last month, for "the return of
Protestants to Catholicism.'' But we should
not be content with prayer. We should
set such an example to our Protestant
neighbor that he will want to know something about our religion. Every good
Catholic is a missionary, every bad Catholic
is a cause of disedification to those outside
the Church. The Rev. H. J. Smith, S. J.,
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writing in the Canadian Messenger, drives do one great one. He had great stores of
this truth home:?
learning on many subjects, and his patience
The hungry sheep look up and are not was equal to the task of drawing from them.
"
fed." This vividly portrays the spiritual Never once did he hurry, though his work
state of many good people who, from education
and environment more than from grew ever larger and larger.
i bad will,
are estranged from their true
Mother, the Church. Here, as in other On the Hotel Piazza.
matters as well, the long way is by precept,
One Sunday morning some guests at a
the short way is by example. If there had fashionable summer resort were engaged in
been no bad Catholics, there would now be
no Protestants; if we Catholics now had a conversation?the usual piazza conversation.
Dress, sports, social functions, the latest
proper appreciation of our faith, the number of Protestants would diminish quickly, novel, the latest drama, were discussed.
for the earnest, the well-meaning, the sin- There was nothing to indicate that the
cere Protestant would feel impelled to guests were Catholics. But they were.
examine the claim of the Church to his re- They had
conformed to the duty of hearing
spect and allegiance. It is not the fault of
the Church, it is true, that there are scanda- Mass, had commented on the "funny little
lous, careless Catholics, for she is ever re- church" on their way home, possibly, and
minding them of their duty to God and to on the sermon. But the step from the
their conscience; but while the inquiring automobile to the piazza brought them back
non-Catholic sees the indifference of Catho- to things entirely worldly. Their names, as
lics to their Church and to the voice of their
pastors, he does not hear and does not know given on the hotel register, reminded
the efforts that the Church is always put- one of the progress from poverty to prosting forth to recall her wayward children to perity made by the parents or grandtheir duty. "The enemies of a man are parents of these guests. There were good
those of his own household."
old Irish family names that can be found on
Let us not be among those who lose the church-building lists of the past all over
opportunity to help Protestant friends find America, but the harm was taken out of
''
their way into the Church. Remember that them " in many cases by the prefix of an
you are the guide and that "the long way elegant given name taken
from a thrilling
is by precept, the short way is by ex- novel or a social page of the Sunday paper;
ample."
or it may have been assumed by the college
graduate who found grandpa's money all
right
but his name all wrong?as far as
The Making of a Dictionary.
style went. Of course it stood for honesty,
Have you ever thought what work goes and
truth, and staunch Catholicity, but such
into the making of a Dictionary? Thirtyqualifications were not important in the
seven years ago, the editor of the Sacred "smart set."
The smart set had no conHeart Review subscribed for the first
cern about helping the missions or upholdvolume of the "New English Dictionary on
ing the priest in extending his parish
Historical Researches." The editor, Sir works,
and it had
money to spare for such
James Murray, died recently, a few days purposes. Thereno
does not seem to be any
after the tenth volume had been published. reason
for the Catholic being given over
The London Athenaeum, in a review of this to the interests of the
set?a Catholic
work, quoted the following statement made has such big things to smart
in
life, but some,
do
by Sir James, in explanation of the lengthy
too many, are striving feverishly for memtreatment of the word " Turn:? "
bership. They are drifting from the tradiThe simple verb has forty-seven main tions of
the Catholic home and into the
senses and sixty-five sub-senses. There
false, enervating existence. As
whirl
of
a
are also twenty-five senses in special
phrases?for instance?turn the scale, turn a thoughtful observer remarked in regard
color
and sixteen combinations with to the piazza group:
adverbs, as?turn about, turn in?many of
"Their fathers and grandfathers built
which exceed the average length of main churches, schools
and convents. These
words (thus, turn up has itself no fewer young folks, with all
their educational adtwenty-seven
than
senses) so that the total vantages, have no higher
ambition than to
number of sense divisions explained and build summer hotels, theaters and
garillustrated under this verb is 286.
No ages."
one will be surprised, therefore, that the
analysis of the signification of this word, with
APOLOGY.
the arrangement and illustration of its
"Apology"
is
the theme on which a
various meanings, has occupied nearly three
Spectator
writer
in
the
(London) discourses
months, and that the results, although
compressed to a minimum, fill thirty-six lengthily. Almost all grudges disappear
columns.
before ample apology, he believes; the
Sir James, born at Denholm, 1837, was spirit of a gentleman dwells in human
the son of a clothier, received his early edu- nature, and for the majority of people an
cation at Minto School, thus passing his expression of regret, of repentance, is
childhood and youth in the Border Country. irresistible. It speaks well for the world at
At seventeen he was assistant master in the ,arge that an apology is so potent, and so
Hawick Grammar School; at twenty he seldom abused. For most of us it is a
opened an academy of his own, but failing great effort to humble ourselves?if we
health sent him for a summer to a place could have a tooth out instead we should do
near Maidstone. The climate agreed with so with relief?though we know that a few
him, so he remained there, secured a post sentences, even a few words, will turn our
in a bank, and made his home at Peckham opponent's anger to indifference at the
Rye. Here his wife died. Murray de- worst, to respect and liking at the best.
lighted in philology, and his first venture
To be effective, apology must be comwas a grammar of the Scottish dialect. plete?no half-way measure will do. We
But philology did not pay, so he taught for must not try to minimize our offense, or to
fifteen years at Mill Hill School, under Dr. tell ourselves that there is much to be said
Weymouth. He married again, in 1867, and in our favor, because we "were provoked
it is to the encouragement of this wife that beyond endurance." Our antagonist was in
the world is indebted for the great work, the right, we admit, but he is more exasperwhich will be Murray's monument. Mrs. ating when in the right than in the wrong.
Murray believed that her husband, instead We may feel tempted to tell him so, or to
of doingja number of small things, should cast about for a third person who was, mdi
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Failrectly, more to blame than we were.
ing the third person, we may try to palliate
our offense by reflecting on our general
goodness, and on the implacibility of the
offended one in requiring an apology.
But
aside,
thoughts
be
and
our
put
all such
must
apology made, fully and handsomely.
Hard as it is to apologize to one inimical
to us, it is still harder to apologize to a
friend. The writer goes on:?
We sometimes say that the friend to
whom we would bebeholden is rare. Surely
he is rarer to whom we can without much
distress apologize. Offenses arise so often
out of the very fundamentals of friendship,
out of intimacy and carelessness, sincerity
We thought
and inconsiderate frankness.
perhaps that we could "say anything " to soand-so, realizing too late that there is no
friend in the world of whom that is true except a dog. Among close friends we are
inclined to think that the tacit apology is
best. It avoids a scene and it avoids for the
offended person the difficulty of a gracious
expression of acceptance ?often a great
difficulty to a shy man. The best people are
often dumb where their best feelings are
concerned. The danger is that our tacit
apology, which seems to us so obvious, should
never be noticed at all, and the wounded
person be left under the sad impression that
he or she deserved the onslaught. This is
apt to be the case where children are concerned. Few people think it necessary to
apologize to children, yet the necessity of
apology is constantly impressed upon young
people by precept. Children are very apt
to be wounded by their elders' irritability,
and may even be permanently depressed in
spirit by it, though not in the least roused to
resentment.
If the writer had ended his remarks at
this point, his readers would have a good
impression of him, but, alas! some evil
spirit?or burst of prejudice?induced him to
arraign Pope and Church in reply to a question he puts: " Does any public body ever
apologize to the world?" He frames his
own answer as follows:
Suppose, if the supposition be not too absurd, that a Pope should apologize in the
name of the larger half of Christendom for
all the more glaring lapses of the Roman
Church?for all the great persecutions, for
all the great mistakes. Such action is not
unthinkable. No Church has ever claimed
to be infallible except in dogma and theoretic morality. The present Pontiff in his
recent refusal to condemn the atrocities of
the German troops has pointedly emphasized his own practical fallibility. He does
not feel convinced?so he says?that they
ever occurred; and if they did, he thinks
they might be matched. The moral attitude is quite detached, and there is a sense
in which it would make a precedent for the
one we have suggested. Apparently Popes
do not always know what to think; plainly
therefore, they sometimes think wrong.
Seriously, we believe that a Pope who could
humble the Church as we have suggested
would go very far to reconcile science and
Christianity in the Latin world, illogical as
such a suggestion may appear.
But those who have been following the
cause of the Spectator, as we have, since the
beginning of the war, will not be surprised
at the way it wrests its article into an
attack upon the Pope. The neutrality of
the Holy Father is to the Spectator, as a
red rag to a bull, and it has not lost an
opportunity for the last twelve months to
attack, in every way, the policy and motives
of the Sovereign Pontiff.
We respectfully submit that a full and
humble apology is due from both writer and
editor, to all fairminded and intelligent
readers. It'is not playing fair to get their
interest in a'discussion of a popular topic,
that is suddenly- but with malice aforethought?turned into an attack upon the
Church and'the reigning Pontiff.
?
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Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, Aug. 29.
Fourteenth Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle, Galatians, v, 16-24; gospel, St. Matthew, vi, 24-33. We are admonished to-day
in St. Paul's epistle to " walk in the spirit; "
and the promise is made to us that if we so
walk we shall not "fulfil the lusts of the
flesh," for " these are contrary one to another." Now there is nothing very difficult
or perplexing about this. Our own common
sense unaided by any revelation should be
enough to show us that if we maintain a
high standard of thought we shall prevent
in ourselves a low standard of action. If
we keep our minds free from evil imagination, we shall not fall into sin. For,
first comes the thought, and then the action. And if we " walk in the spirit "of
God, if we feel ourselves constantly in His
presence, and recognize constantly our responsibility to Him for our thoughts, we
shall not fall into habits of deed that are
base and degrading and sinful. "Now the
works of the flesh are manifest," says the
Apostle: "which are fornication, uncleanness, immodesty, luxury, idolatry, witchcrafts, enmities, contentions, emulations,
wraths, quarrels, dissensions, sects, envies,
murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such
like; of the which I foretell you, that they
who do such things shall not obtain the
kingdom of God." There are no two ways
about this; and even the most ill-informed
and unenlightened person whose mind is
sane will recognize at once that to do the
sins that St. Paul mentions and at the same
time to expect the kingdom of God is folly.
The two are incompatible. And in the gospel read at the Mass to-day we have our
Lord's own words to the same effect. "No
man can serve two masters; for either he
will hate the one and love the other,
or he will sustain the one ani despise the
other. You can not serve God and mammon." The literature of every people is
filled with proverbs?the crystallized experience of the ages?illustrating the folly
of attempting to do successfully two things
that are mutually destructive. We all
know how we despise the man who "attempts to run with the hare and hunt with
the hounds," or who " tries to carry water
on both shoulders," or who tries to "straddle" in matters that require a definite
taking of sides. Now in this matter of
right living there is no possibility of " straddling " effectually. We must be either one
thing or the other. We must either be with
God or against Him. We can not be neutral as between the flesh and the spirit.
We have seen what the works of the flesh
are. Now let us turn to what St. Paul
calls " the fruit of the spirit, "and let us
ask ourselves whether our lives are producing in their measure any such harvest:
" But thefruit of the spirit is charity, joy,
peace, goodness, longanimity, mildness,
faith, modesty, chastity."

Monday, Aug. 30.
St. Rose of Lima, Virgin.
Tuesday, Aug. 31.
St. Raymond Nonnatus, Confessor.
Wednesday, Sept. 1.
St. Egidius, Abbot.
Thursday, Sept. 2.
St. Stephen, Confessor.
Friday, Sept. 3.
Of the Feria.
Saturday, Sept. 4.
Office of the Blessed Virgin.

Sunday.
No matter how humble may be the place

we fill in this life, we are as Catholics members of God's true Church. We are by Baptism sons of God and heirs to the Kingdom
of Heaven.
We have a part in God's great plan,
So let us do the best we can
To guard our hearts and lives so well
That only right shall in them dwell.
Let all we touch and hear and see
Help us each day more pure to be,
It pleases him when we are strong
To choose the right and shun the wrong.
Monday.

At various times we experience changes
in our spiritual life. Frequently we are imbued heart and soul with love for Jesus. We
serve Him with readiness and ease. At
other times we realize that the intensity of
our fervor is decreasing, that we no longer
feel great sensible devotion, that we must
force ourself to perform even the slightest
tasks. That is the time we need to pray.
Tuesday.
Effort and prayer are the only means of
overcoming spiritual aridity., If we persevere in prayer in spite of our distaste for
it, God will be pleased with us and will in
His own good time restore the consolation
which He has taken away.
Some day, some day, I'll wait for thee
with gladness,
Thou wilt to me my loved and lost restore;

Some day, some.day, for all the years of
sadness
Thou wilt repay with rest for evermore!
?Sister Amadeus, O. S. F.
Wednesday.
Man may work, but if he is to work with
success he must work in God's way. When
you wish to erect a mill, you study to erect
it so that Nature herself shall work for you
and drive your machinery. In morals you
must follow the same method, only you are

here to seek to avail yourself not of nature
but of grace. You must work, but you
must work to let God Himself work in and
for you.
Forget Me not! 'Tis thus My heart is
pleading
With you for whom I fain again would

die:

Forget Me not! for, oh! this Heart once
broken
Still loves you from its glorious throne
on high.
Thursday.
God cares. His love for each one of us is
so deep, so personal, so tender that He
shares our every pain, every distress, every
struggle. "Like as a father pitieth his
children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear
Him." God is Our Father and His care is
gentler than human father's as His love exceeds human love.
Friday.
Much human care has no power to help,
but when God cares He helps omnipotently.
When human friendship comes not with
any relief, then God will come.
When no
one in all the world cares, then God cares.
Saturday.
Forget not in thy trials of dark and sorrow
There is a home for thee?thy Saviour's

breast;

Be comforted, the day is ever nearing
When thou wilt there find thine eternal
rest.
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B
New ooks.
"Pragmatism and the Problem of the
Idea."
By the Rev. John T. Driscoll, S. T. L.
Longmans, Green and Company, New York.
Price $1.50 net.
The reverend author of this scholarly
work needs no introduction to the student
class. Dr. Driscoll is widely known as a
lecturer and writer. He is the author of
"Christian Philosophy." "The Soul, and
Christian Philosophy," "God," and other
books. As a lecturer he has drawn many
students to the Catholic Summer School, and
has had no small part in building up the
name and fame of that institution. The
volume at hand is the result of studies carried on for some years " in an endeavor "
says Dr. Driscoll?"to show that the most
recent theory of Philosophy, known as
Pragmatism, rests upon an erroneous philosophical basis."
What is Pragmatism ? Dr. Driscoll gives
the answer in a lengthy consideration of the
term, from which we quote the following:?
The term. Pragmatism, is extremely
vague. Thus it is that difficulty is experienced in giving a clear and succinct definition.
For the same reason the casual
reader is inclined to regard Pragmatism as a
new creation without any very definite philosophical antecedents applied to designate a
prevailing type of philosophic thought.
Pragmatism is a misnomer. In reality it
marks only one phase of this thought. A
clearer and more comprehensive term would
be the Philosophy of Tendency. All the writers classed as belonging to the school of Pragmatism are characterized alike by the element of tendency.
Pragmatism does not express a definite
system but is a term used to indicate a condition of contemporary philosophic thought.
As such it is shown by deeper study to be
the direct development of the philosophy
which prevailed during the latter part of
the nineteenth century..
In reality there is little that is new in
Pragmatism. It is nothing more than the
Empiric Psychology of Mill, Bain, and
Spencer, considered as functioning or evolvPragmatism is an Idealism. ? What
ing.
is startling and new in the statement of
Pragmatists is that the idea is "apian of
action " only. In this teaching Pragmatism
comes into direct conflict not only with
scholastic Philosophy but with common
sense.
One chapter of the work at hand, entitled
"Absolute Pragmatism," is a summary of
a course of lectures, delivered by the
writer, at the Summer School, in 1902. His
aim was to prove that the ground work of
Pragmatism is fundamentally false in conception. A critical analysis of the works
published by the leading exponents of Pragmatism fully confirmed Dr. Driscoll's judgment. He tells his readers:?
The proof that Pragmatism is fundamentally false is based on data taken from
the writings of Professor Royce and the
late Professor James of Harvard, Professor
Dewey of Columbia, Professor Schiller of
Oxford, and Professor Bergson of the College of France, who are recognized as the
leaders of the new philosophy.
The influence of these writers is not of
the same degree. Professor Royce, our
author points out, was more widely read
while his system was in process of formation; Professor Dewey's influence has been
primarily academic; Schiller, through his
doctrine of Humanism, struck a more popular vein; the teachings of James and Bergson are discussed in business, professional
and social circles: "The nature of this influence is materialistic and sensual;" their
?
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writings harmonize with a certain trend of
"For Lovers of the Sacred Heart."
modern life, and consequently seem to furThe Service of the Sacred Heart. By the
nish a philosophical basis for and a justifica- Rev. Joseph MacDonnell, S. J.?Benziger
Brothers, New York. Price 35 cents.
tion of this trend."
Dr. Driscoll explains further why such
theories are so acceptable to many:?
Friends and Apostles of the Sacred Heart.
By
the Rev. P. F. Chandlery, S. J.-BenziIn the business and professional world
to-day the ruling principle is success. To ger Brothers, New York. Price 75 centsobtain results is the great purpose and aim.
By results is understood material gain.
Here are two little books that all clients of
Professor James and Professor Bergson the Sacred Heart should read?to their
present a psychology and a world-theory spiritual profit.
"The Service of the
conformable to this frame of mind. This
psychology and world-theory are really Sacred Heart" is an explanation of the
based on the principle that "the end justi- "Nine Offices" of the Sacred Heart, each
fies the means." The means employed are office being followed by commentary and
not judged with reference to a principle of meditation. These "Offices" constitute a
right and wrong. They are considered to very
beautiful exercise of devotion to the
be true and good, if useful or expedient to
Heart
of Jesus,?an exercise that was
the purpose in view. Hence the truth or
goodness of an action or of conduct is gauged established by Blessed Margaret Mary herby success alone, and this success is per- self.
Father MacDonnell prepared this
sonal and always of a practical kind.
series of instructions to foster the practise
Pragmatism professedly proclaims that
might is superior to right, that trickery and of the "Offices " and to introduce the devodishonesty are superior to uprightness and tion where it is not in existence as yet.
In "Friends and Apostles of the Sacred
truth.
If such doctrines were applied law and Heart," Father Chandlery not only tells of
order would cease to exist, personal and many clients and apostles of the Sacred
public conscience would become meaning- Heart, but also traces the devotion to the
less words that the practical man would Heart of Jesus from the earliest times down
rule out of his vocabulary. Civilization to the year 1675 when the revelation was
would be shaken to its foundations "for made to Blessed Margaret Mary. Many
our civilization is based on the Christian golden words from spiritual writers supply
the reader with matter for meditation at
moral law."
That there is more in human life than the home or during visits to the Blessed
material and sensual, that God rules in His Sacrament. An explanation of the Holy
world and that the moral law holds sway, Hour?with the order of exercises?litanies,
are truths that the zealous author drives prayers for various occasions, and an excelhome, as he convincingly exposes the fal- lent index complete this valuable little
lacy of systems that exclude these truths. work.
"Any school of Philosophy," he says,
"which ignores these truths fails to under- WOMEN-WORKERS AND THE WAR.
stand the meaning of nature and to recog"Slackers " is the descriptive name given
nize what is deepest in human life."
England to men who will not fight, or
has
in
fully
documented,
is
and
The work
will
indispensable
not work extra hours in getting out
excellent
index.
It
is
as
a
an
Sometimes the men who
reference book for the modern scholar, and war-supplies.
more particularly for students who are ex- apply it are themselves "slackers" higher
posed to the dangers of such teaching as up in the social strata. However, it would
the zealous Dr. Driscoll here reveals in all seem that the reproach can not be hurled at
the women of Great Britain. They are
its falsity.
working valiantly, not only in their own
lines of endeavor, but also to fill the gaps
"Like Unto a Merchant."
by the enlistment of their men. The
Benziger made
By Mary Agatha Grey.
(New York) computes that 65,700
Survey
Brothers, New York. Price $1.35 net.
registered for what may be called
women
Miss Grey relates a tale of many converwar-service,
since the end of May. Girls
through
it.
sions, with a mystery running
serving
telegraph messengers, railway
are
as
There is a happy ending?despite the tramp,
agents, ticket collectors,
booking
porters,
who is the only really objectionable person
the
on motor vans and
news-stands,
at
among the many characters. And even
department
in
delivery
wagons,
store elevahe proves worthy at the last.
in
London.
Glasgow
etc.,
tors,
has 400
Father Wright moves quietly through the
tramway conductors. They
acting
as
women
society,
doing
various circles of Barstow
same minimum wage as was
much missionary work, and helping the receive the
the
about $6 48 for a week of
men,
given
to
doubting to reach the city of peace. There
This
fair treatment is exfifty-one
hours.
is much conversation along controversial
companies
many
ceptional,
for
who have redevelops
as
lines; and a pretty love-story
placed
employees
their
with
female
pay
men
Helena Wall?and Miles Fenton? both conwage.
the
latter
smaller
a
appreciverts to the Church?learn to fully
In this connection it may be noted that
ate each other.
the
Board of Trade Labor Gazette attributes
hapthings
have
"How many strange
pened in the past two years, Father," said all the labor disturbances of the year
Louise Parker to Father Wright: "I to demands for a higher wage to meet
remember your preaching in St. Peter's the increased cost of living, and not to deand the text was ' The kingdom of heaven mands for shorter hours.
The Home Office has granted permission
is like unto a merchant seeking good pearls.'
That sermon made a great impression on me, to work women (over sixteen) over-time
though I was not then seriously inclined to and on night-work, on practically all Govbe a Catholic. It made me feel that no ernment contracts. The Yorkshire khaki
a. m., to eight p. M.
sacrifice could be too great where duty was makers work from six
old
eighteen-year
girl worked thirty
An
concerned."
stretch,
anyhow,"
hours at a
but even the Home Of"Then that sermon did its work
fice objected to this, holding that good resaid Father Wright.
A conclusion with which every reader of sults could not be had from such protracted
labor. The employers, who were being
this edifying novel will agree.
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Boys who expect to compete successfully
prosecuted by the Home Office, told of angirl
other
who had not had her clothes off in with girls as stenographers and typists must
days,
seven
and they asserted that when be exceptional performers, says Head Master
the output of cartridges reached 2,000,000 Cleveland of the Cambridge High and Latin
per week, the girls were so enthusiastic School, in the recently published Annual
that they decorated their machines with Report of the Cambridge Schools. He sugribbon bought with their own money.
gents making the coi rse more useful to boys
The writer in the Survey asserts that by adding subjfc's better adapted to their
bad as the sweating system is in the facto- tastes and needs?such as Advanced Bookries it is still worse in the homes, where keeping, Accounting, Economics, Civics, Inarmy clothing, military brushes, etc., are dustrial History and additional Spanish.
made. This work is sublet by Government But what if the girls insist on taking them,
contractors to sub-contractors, and these too?
give it to the home-workers. The English
Trade Board Act fixes a price of six and one
RECNTBOOKS.
half cents an hour for tailoring work, and
seven cents for shirt-making, but there is no
Under this heading we shall give the
agency for enforcing regulations.
The titles of new books, subjects treated, the
Government forbids contractors to let goods names of the publishers, the prices and
out to home-workers, but here again inspec- so forth. Later we may give a longer notion is lacking. The contracts are greater tice of some of these books.
than the capacity of the factories, and the
On the Breezy Moor. By Mrs. Mccontractors are greedy for the work. It is
asserted that they are making handsome Donald. Price $1.50 net.
profits, but they do not believe in profitEx-Mayor McClellan, of New York
sharing with the producers who have to
meet with meagre wages and increase of City, writing of the means that are being
from twenty-five to thirty per cent, in the taken for the protection of the art treasures
of Venice in case of attack by Austrians,
cost of living.
The Survey finds in such conditions an says, among other things:?
excuse for the "slackers" of the Clyde The angel on top of the campanile has
been blackened. She has not been reworks. It says:
moved because of popular objection to the
In return for the long hours and night- suggestion. When the campanile fell in
work which the workers have given cheer-! 1902, the angel was found in the ruins alfully towards the war, employers, for many I most unhurt, with only a little piece chipped
months at least, made no move to share their j off. That the campanile in falling had not
growing profits with their employees, j injured San Marco was attributed by the
When this dawned upon the workers, they, I people to the miraculous care of the angel,
bearing the burden of the greatly-increased who for centuries had stood upon the highprices, saw no reason why their patriotism ! est point in the -lagoon guarding the city
should exceed that of men who were mak- and her children, in peace and in war, in
ing money out of the bloodshed. The re- fair weather and in foul. And so in this
sult was the strike of the men in the ship- war, the angel has been left at her post,
building yards on the Clyde?a strike not to darkened so that she may not unintentionally
lighten the press of heavy hours of labor, I give warning to the enemy.
but to put into the purse of the laboring
men better wages to meet the rise in
bread.
THE SCHOOLS OF MEDIEVAL
There are always two sides to a question.
ENGLAND.
We read a great deal against the "slackers,"
but only occasionally do we hear their side
Mr. A. F. Leach brought out in London,
of the question. It seems rather unreasonrecently, a book on the schools of medieval
able to expect the sweated masses to be ar- England.
The English Historical Review
dent patriots on a pittance, while their
tells us that the volume represents many
employers are getting rich on their la- j
years of hard and fruitful work, and it bebors.
lieves that:
The facts which he (Mr. Leach) adduces
The London Athenaeum, reviewing a ] as to the great antiquity and the large numrecent book, quotes this passage referring i ber of schools in medieval England will
to a Papuan family, as indicating what may', startle those who have not followed his reelsewhere. Students of
be expected from living without working. searches
medieval
records
have
often expressed surPapuan,
by
cutting
couple
down a
of
The
the evidence they afford of the
prise
at
sago palms, lays up food for a whole year. numbers of people, often in quite humble
Here men work the minimum, and, let us circumstances, in all parts of lhe country,
hope, enjoy the maximum. No man need who could copy, unHerstand, and even draw
work more than a week per year to keep up documents in Latin. Mr. Leach explains
They the mystery.
himself and his family going.
were the dirtiest, most nose-offending, most
The reviewer finds th-.t Mr. Leach "like
diseased natives that I have seen; and I most pioneers is prone to exaggerations and
have been in some of the worst slums of
You look below prejudices;" in treating of monasticism
London and Glasgow.
the dream of no work and p'enty to eat, "he minimizes its services to education
and you find?a cesspool.
his principles forbid him to admit
The Athenaeum adds:
that a monk could undertake secular teachWherever the "primal curse" of forced ing." And again:
labor is abrogated, man at present goes all
Mr. Leach is so anxious to exclude a monThe astery where he fi. ds a school that he
to pieces in a very short time.
basic fact which Professor Macmillan translates coenobium (as a description of
Brown brings to light in the course of his Glastonbury) as "college." His attempt to
travels is that the encouragement and or- prove that Glastonbury was not a monasganization of industry must be the first aim tery until after Dunstan's return from exile
of all successful administration.
in 957 is not successful
Mr. Leach is reckless in disputing the
" The fellow who borrowed money to get authenticity of documents which do not
out of the war zone and refuses to pay it suit his views.
Pointing out Mr. Leach's mistranslation of
back deserves," says the Brooklyn Tablet,
"to have his name printed in all the newspa- a certain passage, the reviewer goes on:
pers as a dead-beat."
" The educational work of the Irish monks
?
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Aug.

29. 1833

Death at St. Louis of Jonn Millanph in
his seventy-fifth year; benefactor of everything Catholic in the early da\
L >vis; founded the Mullanphv Hospital for
the Sisters of Charity, the first i strution
of its kind in the United States: hor in Enniskillen, County Fermanagh, Ireland, in
1758.
Aug. 30, 1753
Probate in the Register's office, Philadelphia, of the last will and testament of
the Rev. Joseph Greaton, S. J., founder of
old St. Joseph's Church in that city, bequeathing the church property to his successor, the Rev. Robert Harding, S. J.
Aug. 31, 1866
Death at Stroudsburg, Pa., of the Rev.
Isaac P. Howell; born in Philadelphia; ordained by Bishop Hughes on the same day
as James Roosevelt Bayley, March 2, 1843;
organized St. Mary's parish, Elizabeth,
N. J., and built rectory, school and church
of which he was pastor for twenty-two
years.
Sept. 1, 1679
Father Stephen Carheil, S. J., made his
profession at synod convoked by Father
James Bruyas, S. J., at Onondaga. N. V.;
a Breton nobleman who devoted sixty years
to the Indian missions in New York and
Michigan; born at Carenton, France, Nov.,
1633; died at Quebec, July 27, 1726, in his
ninety-third year.
Sept. 2, 1772
Death of Father Robert Harding, successor to Father Greaton and second pastor
of St. Joseph's Church, first Catholic house
of worship in Philadelphia; left England in
1732 and took up his residence in Philadelphia in 1749.
Sept. 3, 1848
Canadian Congregation of the Sisters of
St. Ann founded at Vaudreuil, Canada, by
Sister Mary Ann (Esther Blondin); introduced into the United States by Bishop McNeirney. of Albany, first house being founded
in Oswego, N. V., in 1870.
Sept. 4, 1803
Colony of Trappists driven from France,
arrived in Baltimore under Father Urban
Guillet and settled at St. Bernard. Nelson
county, Kentucky; returned to France in
1813; permanent foundation made at Gethsemani, Ky., by a band of forty Trappists
from French Abbey of Mellarv, under
Father Eutropius, prior, Dec 21, 1848.
is naturally a stumbling block
But
the refusal to recognize the greatness of the
debt which Western culture owes to the
Irish monks is astounding."
Mr. Leach censured another histo-ian for
a blunder, which, says the writer in the
English Historical Review, "is a mere
error in detail-a mote compared to the
beam revealed in Mr. Leach's eye by his
view 'of the learning of the Irish.' It
would not be imitating his severity to say
that a good deal of the earlier pages of his
book ought to be re-written.
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orchard,

and when

it gets
perhaps
he
have
the old
cold
can
right,"
agreed
"All
shed."
"I
won't charge
her father.
you anything for the pasture or
the shed." Her mother said
Dear Uncle Jack:?
Here is a story that 1 wrote she hoped folks wouldn't see
out from memory after reading him till he got some flesh on him.
it in my brother's St. Nicholas "We never had such a creature on this farm," she deI hope you will like it.
clared.
Very respectfully yours,
Prudence
Well, the horse
Agnes Mellody.
Roswell-got
quite
him
called
Prudy's Purchase.
spry, and along towards spring
Once there was a girl named Prudy told Joe that she was goPrudence whose grand-aunt gave ing to rent Roswell to parties
her a five-dollar bill, to spend going to the woods; she would
just as she liked.
Prudence drive him herself, and bring the
village
the
with
her picnickers back in the evening.
to
went
father, and sat in the carriage Joe thought the idea a good one.
while he was getting some paint "We'll harness him now and
at the general store. "I would take him to the village to be
like to go in," she said to her- shod," he said, for he did not
self, " but if I did I might buy want his sister to take the horse
things that I do not really out just by herself for the first
need." And just then she saw time. Prudence said: "I will
a queer procession of caravans, pay for his shoes with the money
and a big, bony horse at the end. I earned all winter for hemming
"He looks starved," said Pru- for mother." They had a hard
dence, and all the way home she time to fit harness to him, bekept thinking of the horse be- cause he was so very tall, and
cause he seemed too weak to walk. their mother said she was
What was her surprise to find ashamed to have such a turnout
that the circus folks were resting from their place.
near her home, and the horse
When Aunt Eunice heard
was cropping what grass he about the horse and the queer
could get along the road.
set of harness, she sent a fine
Prudence helped her father to new set, and Roswell looked
unharness Moses, and then she grand in it. One day Prudy
slipped away, and down the drove off proudly to bring Aunt
road. The horse was now look- Eunice from the station - she
ing into the orchard so wist- was coming to visit them. When
fully that the little girl opened she saw the horse she was most
the gate. "Go in and eat all afraid to get into the carriage,
you want, you poor thing," she but Prudence was so pleased
said, and in the horse went, and she couldn't hurt her feelings.
down he went in a sort of hum- So away they went, very quietly
mocky place, stretching himself and properly, until just on the
out as if he was dead tired. edge of a village, Roswell pricked
Something popped into the up his ears, raised his right hoof
child's head, and what do you and waved it gracefully, stepsuppose she said to her father, ping from side to side as he did
when she came to her supper, so. "He has the blind stagrather late. "I borrowed two gers," said Aunt Eunice to herquarts of oats from you, father, self as she clung to the seat.
for the horse."
Just then a band from another
" Why, I fed Moses," said her village came into view, and
"But I don't mean Roswell ranged up beside it,
father.
Moses," answered Prudence. dancing along to the music, and
"I mean my own horse; I bought the band fifed and drummed as
him from the circus man with it never had done before, and all
my five dollars." And she told the village fell into line in a prohow she couldn't bear to see him cession to the post-office, where
try to walk any farther; he was the band broke up. Aunt Eutoo tired to get up. "Did he nice stole a glance at Prudence.
get up? " asked her father; and The child was glowing with
her big brother said he should pride and happiness.
"Oh,
not be surprised if she had Aunt Eunice," she said. "Isn't
bought a dead horse. After Roswell just perfect?l never
supper the whole family went to told any one, but I did so wish he
the orchard, and now the horse had even one trick?and he has
was standing up. He was so such a splendid one? "
tall, Joe said: "Are you sure,
Aunt Eunice was about to rePrudy, you didn't buy the gi- ply, when she saw Joe sitting up
raffe by mistake? " Prudy said in the buggy, behind Moses.
she would wash the horse and He had come out to meet them
comb him the next day, and he for fear of anything going
would look much better, but to- wrong.
"Don't scare your
night she would just let him mother telling her about this,"
rest. "That's agood plan," her his aunt whispered, as she went
father said. "And what will by. "It's all right."
with him after that?"
And that's what she said to
" I will keep him here in the her niece, Prudy's mother, when

FutaMOrWend omen.
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the latter said:
"You see,
Aunt Eunice, Prudence didn't THE CA1H0LIC UNIVERSITY
OF AMERICA
show much forethought in spendWashington, D. C
ing your five dollars. "
SCHOOLS OF ENGINEERING
" I don't know about that,"
AND technology.
suspected
Aunt
Eunice.
I
said
i offering Courses In
"
Electrical Engineering
Engineering.
she had other qualities still more Civil
Chemical Engineering. Mechanical Engineering
Architecture.
desirable, and now I know she
school of
school of law.
has. That five dollars was a philosophy,
school of letters.
good

investment."

Talks About Sister Teresa.
( Continued. )
After the "clothing day " was
over, the little Sister went about
her duties with even greater
earnestness than before. She
kept telling herself that to do
even the tiniest tasks well would
be pleasing to God, and also to
restrain all impatience or annoyance over the disconcerting
things that will happen, even in
a convent. One evening Sister
Teresa had a whole hour to herself and she planned to do some
special work, but when she went
to the shelf where the lamps
were kept she found that her
lamp was gone. It was the time
of the "Great Silence," and
therefore she could ask no questions. " Was Ito spend a whole
hour in the dark on account of
this mistake?" Teresa asked
herself, and possibly there was a
spark of anger way down in her
heart, but she decided that even
if it was dark all around her, her
soul could be bright with grace,
thus making light within her.
"Without the interior light of
grace I should have pitied myself," she wrote, " but with that
light I felt happy."
On another occasion a pretty
little jug was taken from
Teresa's cell, and an ugly chipped
one was left in its place, but the
little Sister found no fault. Nor
did she try to escape blame, even
when not deserving of reproof.
A small jar, left on the window,
was broken, and the Mistress of
Novices was displeased. She
reproved Teresa for being careless and untidy, and warned her
to be more careful. Teresa says:
"Without answering, I kissed
the ground and promised to be
more observant." Thus the
days passed in work and prayer
and untiring efforts to become a
Soon 3he
perfect religious.
"My profession was
writes:
fixed for Sept. 8, 1890." The
retreat before profession brought
small spiritual comfort: " I went
through it in a state of utter
dryness," she told the Reverend
Mother. Even to the eve of the
great day she was troubled, and
a doubt came that she had mistaken her vocation. But Teresa
opened her heart to the Novice
Mistress, who " saw more clearly
than I did," and she adds, "I
also told you everything, dear
Mother, and your consoling
words dispelled my last fears."
Fifty Against Two, It is not reasonable to expeyt two weeks of outing to overcome
the effects ot fifty weeks of confinement Take
Hood's paraapariila a ong with you It refreshes the blood, improves the appetite,
makes sleep easy and restful.

Terms moderate. Fall Term begins Sept. 28th.
Write for Catalogue to Chas. i'. Borden,
Registrar.

kt.

Rev. Thomas -1. Shahan, BecUrr.

ST. ANN'S CONVENT
LACHINE, CANADA.
by the sisters of St. Ann. this
Boarding School for young Ladies is delight-

Conducted

fully

siuia ! .t'<i on the

St.

Lawrence, near the

Rapids.
Complete Course in English, French, Music,
Art and Domestic Science. For particulars,
SISTER SUPERIOR,
address,

Lachine

Officers of Division No. 15. A, O.H.
Regular meetings on the first and ThirdFriday of each month in Institute Hall, Cambridge

itreet at 8 P. M.
President, William M.

Hogan, 67

Fifth st.
Gamb,

Vice-President,
Michael Coll, 65 Newton St., Somerville

Recording Secretary,

Michael Moynihan, 19 Fountain Ave.
Somerville
Financial Secretary,
Daniel J. Mahoney, 32 Harding St.,Camb.
Assistant Financial Secretary,
William Coveney, 106 Fifth 8t., Camb
Treasurer,
John F. Donnelly, 74 Antrim St., Camb.
Sergeant-at-Arms,

Jeremiah Allen, 126Willow St., Camb.
Doorkeepers, Daniel Lyons, 12 Huntlngstreet
and TimothyHourihan, 37 Fifth street.

SICK COMMITTEE.

Andrew Lane, 34 Berkshire street.
James Cummings, 490 Cambridge street.
Denis Lorden, 70 Spring street.

STANDING COMMITTEE.
Andrew Lane, 34 Berkshire street.
Andrew O'Hara, 228 Charles street.
W. M. Hogan, Fifth street.
Francis Bracken, Gore street.
Cornelias Mnrphy, S5 Antrim street.
Daniel Scar.Ian, 363 Windsor street.
Physician, Dr. J ,1. Boyle, 1431 Cambridge St,

Sentinel .Daniel Lyons,

12 Hnnting Street

Father Mathew T. A. S.
Francis R. Walsh
William F. Bnlger
Leo P. McCabe
Arthur P MeClellan
Corresponding Secretary, Maurice F. Lawless
Clerk,
Samuel J. Baker

President,
Vlc»-President,
Treasurer,
Financial Secretary,

board of Directors.
Right Reverend Monsignor John O'Brien

Francis K. Walsh, Albert T. Doyle, Edward K
Ganghan, Michael J. O'Connor, William C

O'Brien, Leo P. McCabe.
Meetings held Monday evenings at Fathei
Mathew Hall, 249 Cambridge street.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
A full line of Watches, Clocks,
Rings, Pins, Thimbles, Chain
Sleeve Buttons, etc., at
RICE. The Jeweler's
Cor. Cambridge and Fifth Streets,
East Cambridge.

THE
HOLY BIBLE

FREE
To any one who sends us One
New Subscription to the Sacred

Heart Review with Two Dollars.
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here in the Orient. Some time
ago I met a Chinese mandarin,
who was acquainted with the
endeavors of Benedict XV to
bring about peace among the
warring nations, and he said to
me:
"It is wonderful how all
nations try to have the sympathy
of the head of your Church, and
I think there is hardly anybedy
else on this earth who enjoys
such a general trust, respect and
authority as the Pope.?Dr.
Koesters.
?

Gather op the fragments tbat remau
lest they be lost."?John vl. la.

Diocesan Oirection ;
41

Arrived in Time.

Maiden Street, Boston, Matt

(Cathedra? Precincts)

But one thing is necessary
Eternal Life.
"Now this is
eternal life that they know
Thee, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast
sent." Thus spoke Christ, our
Saviour, the Divine Missionary.
And He Himself set the example. Up and down the Holy
Land He wandered preaching
life eternal, the Good Shepherd
seeking out and saving souls
that were lost; and to-day He
continues the work of His
earthly life through His mission
aries and those that give them
a helping hand. In the holy
mission work Jesus, the Good
Shepherd, lives on.
?

Diocesan Office Notes.
We record remittances from
the parishes of St. Ann,
Neponset; St. Edward, Brockton;
Our Lady of the Rosary, South
Boston; St. Ann, Somerville;
St. Benedict, Somerville; Sacred
Heart, Newton Center; Immaculate Conception, Stoughton; St.
Patrick, Roxbury; St. James,
Haverhill; St. Mary, Melrose; St.
Rose; Chelsea; St. Patrick,
Natick; St. Peter, Plymouth;
St. Stephen, South Framingham;
St. Joseph, Lowell; Cathedral,
Boston.

Wonderful spiritual manifestations often reward the missionaries for the heroic efforts they
make to secure souls for the
Kingdom of God. Father J. M.
Maignaud, C. M., of North Kiang-si, who took a three days'
journey to give the last rites of
the Church to a dying man,
writes:
"Since the scarcity of priests,
I have been taking charge of a
Christian settlement, which is a
good three days' journey from
my house. Recently a call came
for me to give Extreme Unction
to a Christian at the point of
death. I set out, traveled on
foot as fast as I could, and
finally reached the house, covered with mud and almost exhausted, to learn that I had not
a moment to spare.
" I administered the last sacraments, and had barely done
so when the poor man expired
with every evidence of profound
faith. His children then told me
he had hovered between life and
death for six days awaiting my
arrival. Before losing the power
of speech he had said the Blessed
Virgin had appeared to him in
an apparition and had promised
him the grace of receiving absolution before his death. Fortified by this assurance, he had
waited with confidence for my
arrival.
"The revelation of this extraordinary fact made me forget
the fatigue of my journey, and
I set out on my homeward way
praising the goodnessof God and
His Blessed Mother, who had
made me the agent of their
?

Mission Notes.
We can not exempt ourselves
from the obligation of bringing
the Truth *to every creature,
and when I say " we," I include
the layman, without whose
constant and persevering help the
mercy."
missionary is perfectly helpless.
Father Kroot, Madras.
Archbishop Pleads for the
Cause.
It was to the Scheut MissionFor
the
maintenance
of schools,
ary Fathers that the Holy See
etc.,
hospital,
churches,
in the
entrusted the vast territories
stretching from the Chinese Sea mission field, funds are absoas far as Turkestan, and at the lutely necessary, and we may
present time no fewer than two well ask, '' whence does our vast
hundred Scheut Fathers are de- army of apostles draw its revoting themselves to the evangel- sources ? Here lies the mystery,
ization of the Chinese and Mon- I was going to say miracle, for
it is a miracle.
golian nations.
A Catholic Society was formed
It is a remarkable fact how nearly a hundred years ago, for
the respect of the Catholic the purpose of supporting these
Church and the authority of the foreign missions. It took the
Holy Father is increasing all truly apostolic title of The Propover the world, particularly agation of the Faith. How does
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?

it

accomplish its wonderful
work ?
It gratefully accepts the handful of gold occasionally given by
the rich of the world; but it
relies above all on the penny of
the poor. It has never kept nor
does it want to keep any permanent capital. It trusts in Divine
Providence which, so far, has
not failed it. This is the miracle !
My dear brethren, do you not
agree with me that it is our
duty to do our share in this good
and noble wcrk ? Emulating the
example of several Archbishop?,
Bishops and priests of the
United States, I request, therefore, that the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith be established in each and all the
parishes in the archdiocese, in
charge of either the secular or
the regular clergy, and in such a
way as to become permanent.
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Pitaval,

Santa and the three workers are now
revising and correcting it, hop-

ing to complete the work for
publication before the end of the

The Church in China.
year.
In the Ecclesiastical Review
Father
Sylvester Espelage,
Address all communications regard0. F. M., writes about the won- ing the Propagation of the Faith to
Joseph F. McGlinchey, D. D ,
derful growth of the Catholic Rev.
41 Maiden St., Boston, Mass. Our
Church in China. From 700,000 office hours are: Weekdays, 8.30 A. M.
Sundays, 2 to 5 P. M.
5 P. M.
in 1900, the number of Catholics to
Evenings by appointment. The nearin China has grown to 1,600,000 est car stop is the Cathedral. The
offices are opposite the rear of the
in 1914.
Church.
"There are four reasons or
causes," he says," which we
might suggest to explain this
great development; first, the
blood of martyrs; second, increased fervor throughout the
Catholic Church brought about
by the decrees of Pope Pius X
on frequent Communion and the
OF EAST CAMBRIDGE
early Communion of children;
221 Cambridge Street.
third, an increase in the number
and activity of priests and nuns
in China; fourth, an increase of Capital $100,000.
Surplus $100,000.
the movement to help foreign
missions, a zeal noticeable in the
Resources $850,000
world at large and especially in
the United States."
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Catechism Translated in
Choctaw Tongue.
A translation of the Catholic
catechism into the Choctaw language, to aid Catholic mission
aries in their labors among the
Indians, is a work the Rev. William H. Ketcham, director of
the Bureau of Catholic Indian
Missions, has been working
on the past few weeks, while in
Oklahoma. He is being assisted
by Mr. George Nelson of McAlester, Oklahoma, and Mr. Ben
Henderson, of Antlers, Oklahoma, both Catholics and fullblood Choctaws, and by Mr.
Bailey Spring, a Presbyterian,
mixed blood Choctaw of Hugo,
Oklahoma.
Mr. Spring is a
member of the Board of Directors of the Old Gocdland Presbyterian Mission School near Hugo,

Oklahoma.

A rough draft of the translation has already been completed.
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Temperance.
Archbishop Ireland's Paper
Scores Saloons.
The laws of Minnesota, says
the Catholic Bulletin, official
organ of the archdiocese of St.
Paul, Minn., forbid the opening
of saloons on Sunday for any
reason whatsoever. As a general rule, this law is pretty well
observed in the city of St. Paul.
Now and then a reckless saloonkeeper takes a chance and,
usually, pays for his temerity.
But on Sunday, Aug. 8, for
some mysterious and inexplicable reason, all the saloons in
St. Paul were wide open and, according to reports, did a thriving business, especially in the
down-town section. This was
an act of lawlessness and an
outrage against public decency
and civic order which good citizens can not tolerate. Protests
have been heard on all sides
against this flagrant violation
of the law and efforts are being
made to determine who was responsible for it. It is hard to
believe that such a concerted
and open violation of the law
could have taken place without
the connivance of those in authority. It seems very evident
that the saloon-keepers were
told that the open saloon would
be tolerated that Sunday, otherwise the transgression of the
law would not have been so
widespread as it was. Some one
in authority or, at least, someone representing authority in
the eyes of the saloon-keepers,
is responsible for the wide-open
policy of that Sunday and should
not be allowed to escape merited
punishment.
In this particular case Catholics especially regret this open
violation of the law regarding
Most people
Sunday closing.
to
connect
it with
will not fail
city
in
of a
presence
the
this
large and representative gathering of German Catholics in attendance at the convention of
the German Catholic Central
Association. It is an insult to
this influential body of German
citizens to suggest that the saloons were allowed to open for
their benefit. The saloon-keepers took advantage of the occasion to overstep the bounds of
prudence, believing, no doubt,
that this desecration of the
Sunday would, under the circumstances, pass almost unnoticed. This was an impudent
and unwarranted assumption
and the guilty ones should be
taught a lesson. Unless very
definite assurance is given by
those in authority that such a
violation of the Sunday closing
law will never again occur in
this city, Catholic conventions of
all kinds will be warned to stay
away from St. Paul
and to

THE SACKED H'EAET
choose some other city as a
meeting place.
That Sunday's infraction of
the law on the part of saloonkeepers will prove more disastrous to them than to any one
else. The saloons will pay
dearly for this outrage against
law and order. It was a most
foolish move on the part of their
proprietors and argues a shortsightedness regarding their best
interests which few people
would be inclined to believe
possible if the evidence were not
so plain. This open lawlessness
on the part of the saloon breathes
defiance of public opinion and
shows an utter disregard for the
wishes of the community. It is
precisely this way of acting on
the part of the saloons which is
responsible, in large measure, at
least, for the tidal wave of prohibition which is sweeping over
the United States. The people
of America are thoroughly disgusted with the saloon and saloon-keepers and brewers. The
saloon business is carried on in
defiance of the law and thus
makes enemies of all self-respecting people, whether they
be patrons of the saloon or not.
The people of Minnesota have
shown very plainly their attitude
toward the legalized saloon
wherever they have been given
an opportunity to express their
opinion at the ballot box. They
have driven the saloon and the
evils which have grown up
around it and with which it is
ordinarily associated from a
large portion of this State and
the end is not yet. If the day
ever comes when the legalized
saloon will be banished from its
present strongholds it will have
no one to blame but itself. Violations of the law, like that of
last Sunday in this city, will do
more to discredit the saloon and
to drive it out of business than
anything else.
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action towards the preparation
of a manifesto on the subject of
alcohol in its relation to health
and disease. The Publication
Sub-Committee reported that a
reprint of a lecture on the work
of the Federation, delivered by
the Rev. Dr. Coffey, at Portarlington, had been issued in the
form of a half-penny pamphlet.
An important report was submitted by the Education SubCommittee with reference to
the best means of introducing
temperance teaching more extensively into both the secular and religious programmes
of the schools of all grades.
Various text-books for temperance teaching in Primary and
Secondary schools were examined by the Federation SubCommittee, and one was recommended as the simplest and
most useful. After some discussion the Executive decided to
refer the matter back to the SubCommittee for some further inquiry. A report of the Legislative Sub-Committee was considered at length and finally the
recommendations made were referred back for amendment and
enlargement. The House and
Bureau Sub-Committee reported
that a good beginning had been
made with the formation of a
temperance reference library,
and an appeal, approved by the
Executive, was made to wellwishers to the cause for gifts of
standard books, periodicals,
etc.,
Parliamentary papers,
purbe
use
for
which would
of
poses of propaganda. The accounts, duly audited by the finance committee, were submitted
Progress of the Irish C. T. A.
by the treasurer and passed.

Federation.

At the quarterly meeting of
the Executive of the Catholic
Total Abstinence Federation of
Ireland held recently at the Office, 59 Middle Abbey street,
Dublin, the Rev. Dr. Coffey
presided.
Highly satisfactory progress
was reported by the Organization Sub-Committee, no fewer
than sixty-eight societies being
now affiliated and many others
on the point of enrolment. As
the scope and object of the Federation are better understood,
the number of inquiries increases and the desire of Catholic temperance workers to cooperate in a great national
service is quickened. Certain
means which were suggested to
the Executive for expediting the
work of organization were approved. The Chairman reported
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had not broken her of it long
ago.

?

And, you know, it seems to

What do you do when you see
some member of your family
developing a queer trick or
habit? What would you like
those interested in you to do if
they saw you doing something
likely to m?ke you an object of
ridicule, or which might grow
on you and cause you to be
avoided? A lively discussion has
been going on in Aunt Bride's
neighborhood over this familiar
domestic problem. An uncommonly harmonious family is near
the squabbling point over it.
They are taking it with unnecessary seriousness, probably because both the temperature and
the humidity are high and everybody is more or less irritable as a
consequence. It takes welldeveloped patience and self-control to keep one's cheerfulness
and good sense to the fore
when both heat and humidity
are on the job at once.
That must be it, for to the
outsider the family jar looks
like a very funny tempest in a
tea-pot. This is how it all began. A husband developed an
odd little trick of rubbing his
right ankle with his left foot
whenever he got to talking enthusiastically. "Yes, indeed; I
assure you it is quite like that. I
saw a demonstration at
."
Then his foot would come up to
his ankle and the scratching
went on with the story. Some
waggish youths with nothing to
occupy their minds discovered
the peculiar performance and
began to give exhibitions of it.
The good man's wife saw the ludicrousness of the performance
and proceeded to nag it out of
existence. No doubt she was
tired and tactless. At any rate,
something went wrong, for
instead of being grateful for
having his attention called to a
habit which was making him an
object of ridicule, as you would
expect a sensible man to be, he
resented his wife's criticism.
Worse, he retorted, by telling
her that she had a much worse
trick of her own, that when she
gets a bit excited she invariably
runs her hand through her hair
and scratches her head. Imagine it! a well-dressed, a well-informed, middle-aged lady scratching her head vigorously while
she tells you her strenuous adventures with a fruit cannery or
a runaway car. She does it, too,
and she didn't know it. At
first when her husband threw
the fact at her head she refused
to believe it, but when she
cornered two or three of her
friends and made them confess
and then caught herself doing it,
what do you suppose she did?
She was mad as a hornet because her husband and friends

Aunt Bride altogether unkind
to let those we love go on doing
things which will make them
unpleasantly conspicuous
or
objects of ridicule. If calling
their attention to the eccentricity is going to make a little unpleasantness, we usually dismiss
the matter by telling ourselves
that it's their life and we can't
live it for them. But surely we
fail in kindness and courage and
helpfulness and patience if we
do not make the effort to make
them see themselves as others see
them. There are waysand ways,
tobe sure. To be blunt and censorious will probably accentuate
the oddity by awakening some
perverse streak of obstinacy. A
little tact and diplomacy, on the
other hand, may bring the oddity out in its proper light without hurting its owner's pride.
If that can be done it will ordinarily disappear without further
reference to it.
There is such a legion of
these petty oddities and they become worse and more set as people grow older. Sometimes they
are so unpleasant that they
stand in the way of making and
and
keeping acquaintances,
good
people
out
of
keep
even
jobs. Many a woman has been
dropped by a circle of acquaintances she very much wished to
keep uecause of some uncouthness of which she was quite unconscious. No one took sufficient
interest in her when she was
young to break her of the habit.
New acquaintances do not deal
as gently with disagreeable
mannerisms or table tricks as do
one's home folks.
Aunt Bride once knew a girl
who lost several good jobs because of her habit of biting her
nails. She chewed her fingertips whenever she talked with
you. If you have ever worked
with any one who has that habit
and who keeps her hands in motion all the time, instead of holding them relaxed in her lap, you
know how maddening the performance can become towards
the end of the day.
Disagreeable table tricks are
probably the commonest. You
would think that everybody
knew better than to use a toothpick in public. Yet any day you
may see well-dressed men and
women coming out of restaurants with tooth-picks aslant
the corners of their mouths.
Of course nobody ought to use a
tooth-pick at all. It's bad for
the teeth. Dental floss is the
proper implement for removing
food from beneath the teeth.
But neither ought to be used in
the presence of others.
Then there is the habit of
wiping the face with the napkin. People who do it know
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very well, when you remind
them of it, that a napkin should
only be used on the lips. And
there is the awkward habit of
taking soup from the tip instead
of the side of the spoon.
They're legion, these little
slips. Perhaps they are not so
important after all; but the observance of these little niceties
does make life run along more
smoothly and pleasantly, and
adds something to the happiness
of those about us. The point is,
do you feel grateful for the
friendly tip which calls your attention to your little eccentricities? Or do you resent it ?
Aunt Bride thinks it a real
kindness to point out these slips,
but of course it should be done
with tact and gentleness.
Aunt Bride.
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THE CATBIRD.
BY AMOS

R. WELLS.

It mimics the vireo's song,

Insistent and jerky and sweet;
Like a robin it ripples along,
Like a sparrow it rhymes with
street.
Its call is now fluty and far.
Like a veery at sunset a'one;
Now sad as the wood pewees are,
Now bright as the oriole's tone;
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dear. You aren't much taller. we'd accomplish a whole lot

It's something or other in your
face that wasn't there when
you went away."
Penelope, reaching one hand
for the suitcase, stopped to look
the at her mother with sober, earnest eyes.
"I know what you mean,
mother. I'm glad it's there. I

know you'll understand. This
last year at college has done me
Now mocking the doughty chewink,
worlds of good. I?o, I could
Now bold in the call of the jay;
hardly wait to come homeand beNow matching the crazed bobolink,
gin all I want to do. All the year
Or the meadowlark's brisk roundeI've thought and planned.
lay.
There's so much work ready for
And all through the marvellous feat
me right here at home. Those
A something uncanny, untrue,
A tang of the mocker, the cheat,
poor girls in the factory ?many
A hint of a petulant mew !
of them pass our house twice a
. Countryside Mayazine. day. How white and tired they
used to look, even in the morning ! And I scarcely thought of
HELPFUL PENELOPE.
it till this last year. And then I
began
to puzzle how I could help
BY IDA A. ALEXANDER in the
them?and others."
C. E. World.
She bent again to pick up the
Mrs. Cranston stood at the suitcase, half ashamed of the
station, watching for the com- tears in her eyes. Her mother
ing of the train which was patted the arm next to her with
bringing her daughter home. a soothing gesture.
She had come early purposely,
" I know, I know, dear," she
hours
many
knowing
how
not
said. " But this is nothing new
can be crowded into anxious for you. You were always like
waiting minutes. And yet, un- that. You were a mite of a
easy as she felt, she did not for a thing when you ran out with the
moment regret her over-prompt- watch father had given me, and
itude.
presented it to a tramp who had
"Fancy having her come, asked you the time. I had a
and no one to meet her! " s.he time to get it back, I tell you.
said to herself.
I gave the tramp four or five
She consulted her watch and dollars for it, and you one for
the station-master again and your generosity, if I remember
again.
rightly."
"Train's late, Mrs. Cran"What a little wretch I
ston," he said; "no cause to be was!" said Penelope as they
alarmed. They're oftener late walked along. "Giving away
than on time."
other people's things is a very
He said it glibly and care- poor form of generosity. I'll
lessly, as if he-she?any one? promise not to practise that kind
did not know that overdue of charity again."
trains betoken wreck and disasTheir walk up the street was
ter.
rather in the nature of a triShe had worked herself into a umphal procession. Old friends,
nervous state before a distant old neighbors, and girl friends
whistle was heard. The station- met and stopped them again and
master nodded to her in kindly again.
Several of the girls
comprehension.
walked on with them, proposing
"There she comes ! " he said. gay plans to the returned wanAnd presently the long train, derer. Before Penelope knew it
freight, she was engaged for days ahead.
with its precious
whizzed into view and stopped. But at last she thought. Her
hands face flushed a little as she spoke.
Cranston, her
Mrs.
clasped together, peered into
"Girls," she began, " Icoach after coach with her near- didn't think. I'm so glad to see
sighted eyes, missing the face all of you that I keep forgetting
she sought. And all of a sud- what I want to do. I want to
den her fruitless search was help people, to brighten lives
stopped by a tall girl, who set that don't have much brightdown her suitcase, and gathered ness, to do some work in this
Now,
the seeking woman into her topsy-turvy old world.
capacious arms. Mrs. Cranston don't think this is a goody-laughed and cried and kissed goody lecture,?l'm not a bit
her daughter all at once, then good, but I've thought of this
held her off, and searched her all last year. I want to get into
face with love-wise eyes.
the heart of thing*, and work.
"Why, Penelope," she said, And I can't begin too soon."
"you've?you've grown up ! "
"Why, Penelope Cranston!"
laughed
little
mother,"
"Yes,
said Amelia Barr. "Do you
"I'm a 'woman think you're the only one who'd
Penelope,
growed'; I must be five or six like to do something in the
inches taller than you."
world ? We'd all love to. And,
height,
the
"I didn't mean
if we work to-gether, I think
?

more than trying singly.".
The other girls nodded approval of their spokesman's
speech. Penelope, her eyes
shining, answered at once.
"I'm a goose not to have
thought of that before. It's the
only way?all pull together.
begin
immediately.
We'll
Couldn't you get the rest of the
girls, and come up to-night about
eight o'clock ? Then we can
talk things over, and get into
line, We'll have chocolate and
sandwiches afterward.
You
know mother's sandwiches."
The girls knew. Mrs. Cranston beamed on their beaming
faces as she cordially seconded
the invitation. She put away
the evening she had planned
with only half a sigh, and that
quickly smothered.
" We must let the girls have a
good time," she said, after they
had left. " I can make all kinds
of sandwiches, and I've fcur
different cakes. I made icecream, too, for a treat for you.
But there isn't enough.
I'll
make more."
"You oughtn't to have gone
to all that fuss just for me,
mother," said Penelope. "But
won't it come in handy ? I
like to give the girls a regular
'spread.'"
The Cranston house set far
back toward the end of its halfacre of grounds. It was an oldfushionsd house with its low-
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"I got the little Benson boys

to help me pick them,"answered

her mother. '' It took us about
half a day. I strung them myself. We must have gathered
thousands."
All to waste on one young
lady," interposed her father
teasingly. '' Think of the people
robbed of their beauty sight to
give it all to you ! "
"Why yes," said Penelope.
"I never thought of that. I'm
afraid they'll miss them,

'

mother."

For the first time a shadow
fell over the mother's face. She
looked distressed.
"I suppose I shouldn't have
pulled so many," she said, " but
I did want the place to look
pretty. We pulled them with
short stems and no buds."
again,"
"They'll
bloom
laughed Mr. Cranston. "By
to-morrow or next day your vandalism will be hidden by -a cloak
of gold. Don't bother over it,
Ruth."
But the little shadow lay on
her face till they caught the
sound of hurrying feet.
"Here come the boys," she

spreading roof and columned said.
"The boys!" echoed Peneveranda, twined and retwined
with honeysuckle and roses. lope. "And I haven't even
Penelope thrilled with the beauty asked about them ! "
But she was genuinely glad to
She
of it as they drew near.

an see her brothers, and they to
see her. There was much to
"Isn't it dear," she said, "the tell and much to ask. At last
old home ? I've often pictured Mr. Cranston made himself heard
to myself just how it looked. above the babel of youthful
But the garden is more beautiful voices.
( To be continued.)
than ever, and how the vines
have grown !
And there's
father ! 0, it all seems too nice
to be true."
She ran all the way to the
house, though burdened with the
suitcase, and in a moment she St. Mary's Maternity Hospital
was in her father's arms. The
and Infant Asylum.
eyes of neither were quite clear
Dorchesier, Massachusetts.
when he released her.
"My little girl!" he said,
Training School for nurses?Two and
holding her off and searching her a half years' course A delightful
Hospital, beautifully situated
face as her mother had done. private
in choice section of Boston. Matei"I'm afraid I'll have to alter nity and Surgical Departments. Residential privileges and ten dollars
that soon, and say, 'my big monthly allowance Apply to Sister
girl. ' "
Superior, Everett Aye., Dorchester
"But, big or little, always District, Boston, Mass.
your girl, father," said Penelope softly.
Inside the place was gay with
welcome. Thousands of Cali- St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum
fornia poppies had been strung
Camden St., and Sbawmut Aye.
Boston, Mass.
on cord, and reached from cor.
pictures
corner;
the
were
to
ner
Girls, orphans or half orphans befestooned with them, they made tween the ages of four and fourteen
the dim old living-room alive years, will be received at the orphanage.
with incarnate sunshine. Pene- Address
St. Vincent* Orphan Asylum,
lope praised it all unstintedly.
Boston, Mass.
"How did you ever get so Cimden St.,
many, mother?" she asked.
gave

her

ecstatic little

mother's

arm

squeeze.
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name of a group of quite
I the
different diseases which have one

Medical.
Cancer?a Disease of Many
Forms.
People commonly think of
cancer as a single definite disease, as distinct and uniform in
its nature and symptoms as appendicitis or typhoid fever. This
is a misconception. It is nearer
the truth to regard " cancer " as

..
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TheHousewife.

feature in common. It has been
said that the layman's concep-

made feet a certain shape, and there's
/f ff§Md Nature
For the Toilet.
no more reason far forcing thrin into other
/S.
shapes than there is for forcing heads Into
It?*
A
fc«
"Oil, my feetl Hon
A ,her shapes.
Crude petroleum,
often rechurt!" and similar
\. V\ ° they
havebeen wrungfrom the lips expression*.
i very indefinite, very portentous, ommended for use onso the
ofthousands
I
»
%OwQ
women for whom relief is withineasy
scalp, S»»«V
quite hopeless, a disease which
Changing styles in shoes are
>>. reach. 'iHtulous.
*
do
"L "
$4.00
1 1 and shoes ihould
"te.
be made
always affects someone else than is a dark liquid, a little thicker Oxfordss3.so
7?' yesterday,Feel
lite feet
today andfor*
than
water (about the consistever, tiowaboc* JMirShoes! Are they lite your/err^
himself, and about which he
ency of olive oil, or a thin The Jordan Hygienic Shoes
carries no immediate interest or
have style and beauty, in
uith tther
grade shoes
ofthe present day. but there's a vast dillerence inside. 'I he
is scientifically correct ?the result of 25 years study of the
responsibility. If this is a fair syrup), and in color between a last
human loot. The moulding of the surface on which the
green and a brown, looking quite foot
is anatomically perfect.
There is perfect
statement, the layman is wrong
comfort and the mating of perfect feet
green in some lights and brown Fallen Arches Can Bein every pair. \lf)
Cured
on practically every count, and
J
Dr. Jordan's advice on foot troubles is free. The SL]\ [
his error and confusion is prob- in others. The odor somewhat .Jordan
Resilient Sprinjr An li
\
Support cures. Write for our 40ably due, in no small part, to the resembles gasoline, but it's not Paire free catalogue.
stsosbm mcm
>r
rrfu*.MJ.
t»
failure to take account of the in the least like coal oil. Many Walter F. Jordan e> Co.. 11:0 Boylston St Boston. Mass
suppose
petroleum is some! many forms of cancer. If this thing likecrude
tar,
it is not; it is
; were done, perhaps the patient not sticky, nor but
black,
nor viscid. both sides. After that go back
would not so frequently yield to
It
to the first one and wipe it dry
is
one
of
the
applications
best
despair and throw away the exwith a large, clean cloth. No
where
the
hair
is
thin
and
fallcellent chance of cure that
real polishing is required and the
ing.
It
must
be
rubbed
into
the
\u25a0 exists when the disease is first scalp-getting as little as possi- window or glass will look clear
discovered.
ble on the hair. The less "re- and shiny.
As a matter of fact "cancer,"
Kerosene will clean your hands
in the light of modern knowl- fined " it is, the better results
better than anything else after
are
obtained
Cheap
from
its
use.
edge of human ailments, is alyellow vaseline is also good for blacking a range or stove. Pour
most as general and vague a
the scalp,
well as to make the a little in the water, wash your
term as "fever." The word eye-browsas
grow. It should not hands in it, then wash them in
covers a number of entirely distepid water, and finally with
tinct diseases, differing widely be used as a hair dressing, but
be applied to the scalp plenty of soap and a stiff brush
their origin, symptoms, treat- should
linment
in hot water. Finish up by
only.
and curability. The varirubbing
the hands with lemon
Do not forget to take care of
ous kinds of tumors have little
wet, stormy and rosewater and glycerin.
during
the
hands
the
lin common except that they are
When your kitchen sink is
before us. Much suffer\u25a0 all forms of new and lawless weeks
rub it over with kerosene.
rusty
ing could be avoided by properly
growths of body cells.
Squeaks
in the shoes are preThis false notion of cancer as washing and oiling the hands at vented by dipping the soles in
night
and protecting them kerosene.
a single disease has probably
through
the day. Avoid alkali
hindered progress toward the
The Hot Weather Test
soaps,
but if you must use them,
understanding and control of the
people better acquainted with their teMakes
be
to
sure
rub the hands well sources of strength and enduianoe.
various diseases which are conMany and that they ate not so well olt as
with
corn
meal
moistened with they
thoughtand that they are easily enervarViQI"
r/'OH
VfTiiPTi M v
ijouu cider vinegar, rubbing dry ted and depressed by the heat.
What
they netd is the tonic eilect of Hood s
term. All forms of cancer are
Saisaparilla which btrengthens the blood,
dry
with
corn
meal.
piouiotes
refreshing sleep, overcomes lb t
aspects of new and lawless cell
Among the individual belong- tired fee.ing, creates appetite.
growth, and it is the inner naings the hair brush and comb
<j. Jt. fieri c
ture or "cause " of such growth,
W. B. Hastings,
should rank with the tooth brush
that we do not yet understand.
The essential point for the man and handkerchief. Every one
in the street is that each differ- should have his or her own, and
persons should use either
ent kind of cancer is a separate no two
in
partnership.
Scalp diseases
disease. If he is so unlucky as
Cambridge St., E. Cambridge
largely
disseminated through 225
to be attacked by any one of are
St., Boston, Mass.
them, it would be well before the promiscuous service of the 107 Water
brush
and comb, and many
becoming discouraged to go and hair
F»
ailments
of
the scalp may be
find out which form he has. If
SUCCESSOR TO
recognized
as
he is taken with a " fever " and present where not
0. L.
it happens to be German measles, such. Even for individual use,
kept
the
brush
must
be
The
Red
White «nd Blue fili/r ft
clean,
his outlook on life is quite difway to cleanse a
the
best
and
ferent than if it chances to be
virulent small-pox. So, also, a hair brush is to use warm soap
Of Greater East Cambridge.
with borax or soda added,
" rodent ulcer " on the face is suds
scrubbing
the bristles with a
quite different from cancer of
firm
nail
brush.
Rinse the brush
JAMES J. SHEA
lastly
the stomach. And
while
tepid
in
place
the
water
and
323 Broadway
one is a more serious disease
dry.
The
bristles
downward
to
always
than the other, there is
hope if it is recognized and comb should be cleaned every
407 Cambridge Street
treated at once. Why not give time the brush is, with a com- OKI'ICKS:
bination
3 River Street & 4 Wettern Avenue
soap suds, nail brush
of
surgeon
the
the same chance
Telephone Connection.
with cancer as he has with ap- and energy.
The best brush and comb are
pendicitis? Suppose all sympJOSEPH J. KELLEY & SON
always
the cheapest.
toms of that disease were neglected and hidden until the apUNDERTAKERS
Uses for Kerosene.
pendix had burst? Doubtless the
Onr stock of Caskets,which is the largest in
city, includes every grade of Casket beA spoonful of kerosene added the
surgeon would still save a certain
ttttiug every degree of circumstances.
percentage of cases, but would to a kettle of very hot water 448-62 Cambridge St., 3. Cambridge
the record be anything like it is will make windows, lookingnow? It is the intelligent co- glasses and picture-glasses bright
operation of the patient and the and clear. Use a small, clean
family physician that has con- cloth, wring it dry and rub it
quered appendicitis, and the over the glass after wiping down
same weapons are even more the framework with an oiled
needed in the fight against can- cloth. Then proceed to the next f69 ?*«B3ICGE
S TREET
window and treat it similarly on
Kaat Cambridge.
cer.
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426 Cambridge Street, Bast Cambridge

REAL

ESTATE FOR SALE

Thorndike Street. Three Houseß
rent for $41.00 a month. Can be bought
for $4,100. Persons having $1,000 can
buy this estate. Good Location.
Cambridge Street.

Store with two

rooms. Tenement, five rooms and
bath, gas. Rents for $41.00 a month.
Can be bought for $3,800.

Winter Street. Two iloasco. Rentsfor
$20.00 a month. Can be bought for
$1,600. Good Trade.
Near Cambridge Field. Two-family
house of five rooms each. Gas and all
the latest improvements. This style of
house is hard to gat. Apply at once.
Sixth Street. Four Houseß, of four
rooms each. Rent for 138.00 a month.
Price $3,700. Selling to settle estate.
Otis Street One-family house. Five
rooms, bath and gas. Good Trade.
Price $1,600. One having $500 jan buy
this property

OPEN EVENINGS.

Phone 190

St. Mary's Infant Asylum and
Hospital.
Bverett Aye. and Jerome St.

Dorchester, Mass.
Homeless infants received from birtb
to three years of age. The Sißters request good homes with a view to adoption.
Boarding places in greater Bostoi.

desired for children under one year
Will pay $10.00 monthly and fnrnisb
medicalattendance. Address
St. Mary's Infant Asylum,
Dorchester, Mass
Everett Aye.
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Visitor (to facetious farmer.)
I'd like to know why on earth
you call that white pig " Ink ? "
"You know we have fine
Facetious Farmer. Because
apartments now. It is so quiet. he's always running from the
We are right over a bowling pen.
alley and you can hear a pin
Rosamond was being carried
drop."
by her uncle to spend the day at
fellow
you
"Have
seen a
his country home, when she said:
around here with a wooden leg "Uncle William, I want to tell
by the name of Murphy ?
you what a nice time I have had.
"What's the name of his I might forget to tell you when
other leg ?"
we come back."

aSensd onsense
N

.

?

?

"

Father (when Willie had returned from his first day at
school).?What did you learn at
school to-day ?
I learned to say,
Willie.
"Yes, sir," and "no, sir," and
" Yes, ma'am, and no, 'ma'am."
Father.?You did!
Willie.?Yep.

Little Minnie was having a
birthday party and some of the
little guests were discussing the
merits of the babies in their
homes. "My little sister is only
five months old," remarked
Annie, "and she has two
"My little sister,"
teeth."
"is only six months
Nellie,
said
old, and she has three." Minnie
was silent for a moment, then
"My little
she burst forth:
pister hasn t got any t<eth >et,
but when she does have s=ome
the\ 're going to be gold ore-! "

?

Mrs
Brown. The people
upstairs haven't fund a name
for their baby yet.
Mb. Brown. Is that the one
that crie* so much every night ?
Mrs. Brown.-Yes.
they
Mr. Brown.
V 'STRESS - Ma»r, your cfl>e
haven't found a name for i' yet.
Well, that's strange. Why the is « xcellent What sort is it ?
Mary
neighbor- have called it all the
It is not a sor\ bt a
mixture.
names they could think of.
Mistress Hjw dj you mix
"Man," wrote the little es- it?
Mary
sayist, "is in three par s the
I put in one-fourth
head, the chest, a> d h stomach. Mucin, one fo nh Java, aid
The
head co sis sof ihe eyes, one-fourth Rio.
the no-e, the mout/i ihe ears,
Mistkess. And what do ?ou
and the brains if any.
The use- for the other fourth ?
Mary. I don't put in the
chest c ntaius me h art, lungs
Right here is
and part of the iiver, and the other fourth.
stomach is given over wholly to where cooks often spoil the cofthe bowels, which are five in fee.
number, a, c, i, o, v, and somej "That Mrs. Smarte is getting
times wand y."
growled
the
clever,"
too
b
utcher.
She looked at him doubtfully"What's the matter?" asked
after the proposal. "The man i
marry," she said, "must be both his wife.
j "When she came in just now
brave and brainy."
"Well," he declared, "I she told me I ought to rename
think I can lay just claim to be- my scales the Ambuscade
ing both."
brand."'
" I admit you are brave," she "Well, why?"
responded, '' for you saved my
"I've just looked up the
word,"
life when our boat upset the
went on the infuriated
man,
"and
the dictionary says
other day; but that wasn't
that ambuscade means ' to lie in
brainy, was it ? "
"It certainly was," he re- weight!'"
torted. '' I upset the boat on
"Urn, yes! Ah! Urn ! " repurpose."
marked the medico, in his best
bedside manner, to his patient,
as they stood in the consulting
room.
"I'll give you the followDO YOU READ THE
ing prescription."
And he
handed him three small pack?

.

'

SACRED HEART REVIEW
Every Week?

Why Not?
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

Subscribe Now

ages.

The patient opened them and

read the directions.
"A powder for my headache,"
he said aloud, "a pellet for my
liver," he continued, "and a
capsule for my gouty foot.',

Then he stopped, and pondered
"I say
daeply for a moment.
doctor," he queried, "how'll the
little beggars know the right
place to go when they get inside?"
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STOUT FOLKS
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CONFIRMATION.
Nature of Confirmation.
Confirmation comes next in
order after Baptism, because it
used to be, and often is now,
the next Sacrament that is received after Baptism. Indeed,
in old times children used to be
confirmed immediately after
Baptism; for Confirmation is a
sort of completion of Baptism,
Baptism making us Christians,
and Confirmation making us
perfect Christians. Now, it is
not usual to give Confirmation
until a child has come to the use
of reason, and is sufficiently instructed in religion to know
what was done for it by Baptism, and what its godfather
and godmother promised for it,
so that it may be confirmed in
the faith and practise of a
Christian with foil knowledge of
what it has undertaken and full
reso'ution to live up to it.
Institution and Minister.
It i* not known for certain
«hen our Lord ordained this
Sacram-nt. Very likely during
the forty days after His Resurrection, when St. Luke tells us
(Acts 1, 3 ) that He instructed
His Apostles, ai d spoke to them
of what related to the kingdom
of God. For we see that the
Apostles ms-dc a practise from
th- first of giving this Sacranent to all who believed and
were baptized. Wnen Philip the
deacon had converted multitudes of people in Samaria, as
soon as the Apostles in Jerusalem heard of it they sent down
two of their number, Peter and
John, to lay hands on them, that
they might receive the Holy
Ghost. (Acts viii). And at
Ephesus St. Paul laid his hands
on those who had been baptized,
and the Holy Ghost came upon
them. (Acts xix.) And this
gives us the proof of what the
Catechism says, that the ordinary minister of this Sacrament must be a Bishop. St.
Peter and St. John were sent to
Samaria because St. Philip could
not confirm those whom he had
baptized.
Outward Signs.
Confirmation was given by the
Bishop imposing or laying his
hands on the person to be confirmed and anointing him with
the holy oil called the Chrism.
Hence this Sacrament used in old
times to be called sometimes imposition of hands, sometimes
unction or anointing, sometimes
simply by the Greek word
Chrism, which means the same
thing; sometimes sealing with
the Holy Ghost. (Eph. iv. 20.)
For when the Bishop lays his
hands on the person to be confirmed and signs him with the
holy chrism on the forehead, he
marks or signs him as one who

you

know that the Jordan Beacon

Obesity Belt would reduce the abdomen?

\u25a0
\ .'
This belt relieves every bit of Btrain. Is
the beet designed and lightest belt made
for corpulency. In many cases, reduces
the figure. In every case gives relief.
Call or write us at once.
Sizes 10 in. deep up to 44 in. in circumference. $2.50. Larger Sizes in proportion.
???*?""?????>

Appendicitis Calls for
Careful Treatment

The Jordan Surgical Supporter is woven of a special elastic
silk, satin trimmed.with elastic strap going
around the body.
Price Complete, $4.00-

Sprains, Varicose Veins

t

Swollen Limbs

Conditions requiring Elastic
.-tockings and Aliooininal Supporters are common. Each garment marie to individual order
insures a correct fit. while pure,
fresh rubber is absolutely neces-ary to pive proper elasticity
1 and compression, which are the
only remedial a*ei.ts Elastic stockin-sand
aup'i.l rters have; and which determines
whetler you obtain relief and comfort or
not. We -Mrwtee the highest grade material and w rkmansbip; at p ices hard to
duplicate with inferior supplies
Our 40- age Catalogue SENT FREE

Walter F Jordan & Co.,
MASS.
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120 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON,
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is accepted as a child of God and
a member of the kingdom of
God here and in heaven. He receives this character once for all;
and hence Confirmation can
never be repeated. It would be
absurd for a person to come
again to receive what he al-

ready possesses-the recognized
character of a Christian. The
chrism or holy oil used in Confirmation is one of the three oils
blessed by the Bishop on Maundy
Thursday, and it is considered
the most sacred of them. It
consists of oil of olives mixed
with balsam, and is used also at
Baptism and in the Ordination
of Priests. The form of words
used by the Bishop as he makes
the sign of the Cross with it on
the forehead is: "I sign thee
with the sign of the Cross; I confirm thee with the Chrism of
salvation; in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost."
(Jo be continued.)
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MBELLS
ACADEMY OF

JESUS AND MARY.
FALL RIVER, MASS.
Boarding School for young ladies and
girls. Four-Year High School Course in
English and French. Grammar Department?Commercial Course 2 years.
Music, Art, Gymnastics, and Domestic
Science.
Address Mother Superio
hoard and Tuition $16 00 per month.

REDDIN

SCHOOL

The only Secular atholic School
in Koston
Individual Instruction"

"
Civil Service

Shorthand

Day and Evening Session!
Position When Competent
Civil Service Frepa>ation a Specialty
Bay
120
Isto.l St., Boston Send for Catalog-

